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Abstract

Sensor fusion and fault diagnostics in non-linear
dynamical systems.

Albin Nilsson

Sensors are highly essential components in most modern control systems and are
used in increasingly complex ways to improve system precision and reliability. Since
they are generally susceptible to faults it is common to perform on-line fault
diagnostics on sensor data to verify nominal behavior. This is especially important for
safety critical systems where it can be imperative to identify, and react to, a fault
before it increases in severity. An example of such a safety critical system is the
propulsion control of a vehicle.

In this thesis, three different model-based methods for Fault Detection and Isolation
(FDI) are developed and tested with the aim of detecting and isolating sensor faults in
the powertrain of an electric, center articulated, four-wheel-drive vehicle. First,
kinematic models are derived that combine sensor data from all sensors related to
propulsion. Second, the kinematic models are implemented in system observers to
produce fault sensitive zero-mean residuals. Finally, fault isolation algorithms are
derived, which detect and indicate different types of faults via evaluation of the
observer residuals.

The results show that all FDI methods can detect and isolate stochastic faults with
high certainty, but that offset-type faults are hard to distinguish from modeling errors
and are therefore easily attenuated by the system observers. Faults in accelerometer
sensors need extra measures to be detectable, owing to the environment where the
vehicle is typically operated. A nonlinear system model shows good conformity to the
vehicle system, lending confidence to its further use as a driver for propulsion
control.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning p̊a svenska i

Moderna reglersystem förlitar sig i stor utsträckning p̊a sensorer för att kunna fungera

s̊a effektivt och robust som möjligt; en trend som drivs p̊a av den ständiga utvecklingen

av sm̊a och billiga elektroniska styrenheter och sensorer. Det är ocks̊a möjligt att med

sensorfusion kombinera olika typer av sensorer för att l̊ata dem kompensera för varandras

tillkortakommanden. En bil med globalt positioneringssystem (GPS) kan till exempel

tappa sin position i en tunnel, men kan kompensera detta med sina hastighetssensorer

för att under kortare tid ge säkrare information än vad sensorerna kan bidra med var

och en för sig. D̊a sensorer lätt p̊averkas av fel blir det ofta en säkerhetskritisk del i

reglersystemet att bidra med analys av mätdatan för att garantera funktionalitet. Denna

typ av diagnostik kallas feldetektion och identifiering (FDI).

I detta examensarbete har metoder för FDI utvecklats för ett elektriskt drivet fordon,

med syfte att detektera fel i sensorer för framdrift. Metoderna baseras p̊a en matem-

atisk modell av fordonet, där sensorfusion används för att relatera de olika sensorerna

tillvarandra. Fordonet, en prototyp utvecklad av Volvo CE i Eskilstuna, har en drivlina

där varje hjul drivs av en separat elmaskin och den saknar därför n̊agra av de sky-

ddsmekanismer som i en traditionell mekanisk drivlina har. För att säkerställa att

elmaskinerna inte styr ut moment som är skadliga för varandra behöver feldiagnostik

och återkoppling implementeras i fordonets reglering.

Tester av FDI-metoderna visar att samtliga metoder kan detektera vissa typer av fel

med hög säkerhet, men att andra typer av fel är sv̊ara att skilja fr̊an fel i den under-

liggande fordonsmodellen och därför lätt dämpas av FDI-algoritmerna. Tester av olika

beräkningstunga fordonsmodeller stärker detta ytterligare. Modellernas överrensstämmelse

med det verkliga systemet är dock god nog för att kunna användas för styrning av mo-

mentfördelning.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Modern control systems often make effective use of sensor fusion in order to provide

information with less uncertainty than would be possible from using each sensor indi-

vidually. By combining information from sensors of different kinds, it is also possible to

compensate for inherent sensor limitations, and increase the operating envelope of the

underlying system. This is used for example in global positioning, where low sample

rate, high precision data from a satellite system can be fused with high sample rate, low

precision data from on-board accelerometers, or in computer vision, where camera data

can provide object classification and tracking, supported by radars to improve function-

ality in poor visibility. The need for improved sensor reliability is also driven by the

introduction of electronic control in processes that were previously solved mechanically.

Many older control systems, while often difficult to modify and develop, provide relia-

bility without much sensory feedback and the transition to electronic control therefore

often necessitates several system states to be made observable. One such system is the

torque distribution in vehicles, where the ongoing development of electrical powertrains

is instrumental in the development of electronic differentials.

A differential is, in essence, a gear train that ensures that the outgoing axles have an

equally distributed torque. In a single-drive vehicle, the drive can be connected to two

or more wheels via mechanical differentials to ensure that no wheel receives a larger load

than any other. The propulsion control system can therefore focus on the single drive

to provide torque to the entire system. In a system with two or more drives that are not

mechanically connected, the differential instead needs to be handled as a virtual function

to ensure that one drive does not output torque that is counteractive or harmful to the

other drives. These multi-drive systems are commonly seen in electric vehicles, where it

can be beneficial to have several electric drives control individual axels, or even wheels,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

instead of using a single big drive. Apart from a reduction in the mechanical complex-

ity, this provides a decoupling of the wheels that vastly expands the possibilities for

distributed automatic control. However, while a mechanical differential can be dimen-

sioned to handle expected loads from a single drive, there is no equivalent measure to

protect against harmful torque distribution between multiple decoupled drives. Instead,

a greater responsibility is placed on the control system to provide correct observation of

critical system states and identification of any harmful faults. It is therefore important

to validate sensor data, and to detect and isolate faulty sensors.

Fault Diagnostics is often divided into fault detection and fault isolation (FDI). The

basic idea is to implement an algorithm that reacts to faults and identifies their type

and severity, in order to make changes that mitigates their effects. A fault is here

defined as something that changes a system in such a way that it does not satisfy its

original purpose. Specifically, it means that the system structure or system parameters

deviate from the nominal situation, yielding undesired changes in the input and output

properties. The resulting performance changes give system function degradation or

entire loss of system functionality. Common for all faults is that they can be detected

by comparing measurements and estimates with some form of known system behavior.

Furthermore, a fault often results in system changes that cannot be resolved by a fixed

controller. A fault, therefore, is distinguished from disturbances and model uncertainties

in that it cannot be handled by traditional measures like filtering or robust control[1].

1.1 Objective

Volvo Construction Equipment, a subsidiary of Volvo Group that manufactures con-

struction vehicles, is developing an electric powertrain in a wheel loader, illustrated in

figure 1.1. The powertrain consists of four separate electric machines, each driving one

wheel, and relies entirely on electronic control for torque distribution. The objective

of this study is to develop and evaluate methods for FDI by means of sensor fusion, in

order to detect sensor faults and by extent provide fault tolerant control. The methods

developed have to be robust to expected vehicle operational modes and be able to detect

and isolate sensor faults, while giving no or few false positives. The sensors available are

illustrated in figure 1.1: four odometer sensors, one Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)

and one sensor for vehicle articulation angle. The odometers are hall effect sensors that

measure angular rate of change for each wheel. The IMU consist of a mass-spring system

that measures mass displacement and outputs local rotation and acceleration. A triad

of orthogonally orientated accelerometers and gyroscopes ensures full observability in
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three dimensions. Lastly, the articulation angle is measured in a potentiometer based

sensor and provides the angle between vehicle front and rear section.

zB

xB
yB

Sfl

Sfr

Srl

Srr

SIMU

Figure 1.1: The wheel loader with its sensors: the odometers (green) and the IMU
(red), in relation to a body-fixed reference frame FB

The FDI methods will need to be evaluated and compared. The final goal is to derive one

or more algorithms that is sensitive to different fault types, further explained in section

2.3, while still being robust to expected system behavior. Additionally, the methods will

need to be computationally light enough to be able to run in real-time, with a reasonable

detection time for all expected fault types.

1.2 Fundamentals of FDI
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trend
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limit
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FAULT-DETECTION METHODS
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correla-
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state
estim.

parity
equa-
tions

Figure 1.2: Fault detection methods.

Based on whether the system is using single signals or multiple signals and models for

analysis, five main approaches exists for fault detection [2], as illustrated in figure 1.2.

It should be noted that there are a number of different ways in which to arrange FDI
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methods [1, 3–5], but the methods themselves are highly similar to the ones summarized

here.

Fault detection using only signals assumes no knowledge of system input, and the FDI

methods are therefore limited to measurements of the system output. One option is to

use simple limit checking to identify system faults from the signal properties or trend

checking to identify system faults from signal derivatives. If the system can be modelled,

it is generally possible to perform more precise FDI. Additionally, recent surveys also

suggest using model-based fault-detection, when available, to ensure robustness [6–8].

Signal models requires only the characteristic properties of the signals to be known

beforehand, while process models uses a model of the entire process in combination with

any known input and output signals. The model often has a physical representation,

being based on first principles of physics. With this knowledge, as well as the input and

output signals, model-based fault-detection has the ability to estimate system states

that might otherwise be unobservable, making it a powerful method to diagnose system

faults. A somewhat simpler approach is Data analysis, useful for both signal and process

models, that can reduce large-scale systems to a number of interesting events, with the

potential of making fault detection less computationally intensive. Note: While a process

can generally be considered to be part of a system, the two terms process and system

are in this text used interchangeably, both relating to the propulsion control system.

1.2.1 model-based fault diagnosis

u y
process

process
model

feature
generation

change
detection

fault
diagnosis

normal
behavior

actuators sensors

fp fsfa

Figure 1.3: model-based fault diagnosis. Actuator, process and sensors are subject
to faults.
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The process model-based approaches described in [2] are further divided into five dif-

ferent approaches, illustrated in figure 1.2. They all use the model to create residuals

by running the process model in parallel with the process. Fault detection is done by

evaluating the residuals with different analytical methods, as illustrated in figure 1.3.

Parameter estimation and neural network methods are generally well suited for system

changes where the model structure is considered known but model parameters unknown.

Neural networks are also well suited for handling model uncertainties by mapping in-

put and output signals. With better knowledge of the model and its parameters, fault

detection can be done with state observation, state estimation or by using parity rela-

tions. State observation methods and state estimation methods are similar, in that they

both compare measured states and modeled states. The main difference is that state

estimation methods encompass methods that model indirect system characteristics, like

disturbances, and therefore makes them suitable for noisy processes and process mea-

surements. Parity-based detection methods does not necessarily recreate system states,

but still rely on a system model to generate residuals from system input and output.

In comparison, model-based fault detection using a parity-based approach gives similar

equations as a state observer or state estimation approach, and they are implemented

in the same way [9]. The parity-based methods requires the model to follow the process

well, but are also easier to design and interpret [2].

Note also that the methods described here can be combined to ensure system robustness

and provide a full FDI solution. A model-based approach, for example, can be combined

with methods from signal-based FDI to evaluate residuals, in order to detect sensor

faults[10] or model errors[11].

1.3 Applications

Fault detection and diagnosis in non-linear dynamical systems does not have the same

general approach as for linear dynamical systems. While most methods for linear systems

rely on the system matrices in a way that make them easy to adapt, there is no directly

related method for the nonlinear case. Instead, the methods that exist are often adapted

to a specific type of non-linearity, making the approach of finding a suitable solution for

FDI more open[12].

Using EKF and doing direct thresholding of the residuals is suggested in [2, 5, 13]. This

is done in [14], using a logic tree evaluation to identify faults in the produced residual,

and in [15, 16] with a CUmulative SUM (CUSUM) evaluation of the residual. In [17], the

system states are first estimated and then used to form residuals, outside of the observer

algorithm, followed by thresholding. The observer is in this case linear, but can also be
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replaced by a non-linear alternative. In [18, 19] the faults are instead modeled as system

parameters and estimated directly in the EKF.

For general classes of non-linear systems, it is suggested in [20] to use filter banks. In a

filter bank, fault isolation is done by running each filter with only parts of the system

model. Each filter then represents a specific mode of the system where, for the purpose

of FDI, each mode can represent a specific fault. Faults can then be detected by using a

simple voting strategy among the filters. Using a filter bank where each filter estimates

the system state without one of the sensors is called a generalized observer. This is used

for an EKF in [4, 21], and for a more general non-linear observer in [22–24]. In [25, 26],

a filter bank of non-linear observers is used in combination with a weighting matrix for

further residual decoupling.

The Interactive Multiple Model (IMM)[27] can be described as a filter bank of cooper-

ating filters. Rather than evaluating one filter at a time to determine the mode of the

system, as in the traditional filter bank, the probability of switching from one mode to

another is explicitly modeled, making IMM especially useful for systems with frequent

mode jumps. Because of this, IMM is popular in avionics to provide target tracking for

unmodeled maneuvers [28]. IMM for the specific purpose of FDI is presented in [29],

where sensor faults in a robot platform are detected. The faults considered are so called

hard sensor faults, where the sensors give constant zeros. A somewhat more elaborate

setup is suggested in [30], where also soft sensor faults are considered. By modeling a

number of fault amplitudes as system modes the actual fault magnitude can be extracted

as a probabilistically weighted sum of the modeled fault magnitudes. In [31], IMM is

used to detect and model highly dynamic model behavior in a GPS and IMU-based

sensor fusion solution for automotive vehicles. Sensor faults are here identified as model

parameters and treated separately.

For general classes of non-linear systems, it is suggested in [2] to use Takagi Sugeno (TS)

modeling. Basically, TS consists of fuzzy IF-THEN rules that formulates input-output

relations of a non-linear system and thus enables a sort of local linearization for even

highly non-linear systems that can be difficult to linearize with an EKF [32]. The overall

system model is achieved by blending the different linear models. The method was first

explained in [33] and has since been used for FDI [34, 35] as well as for general fault

tolerant control [36]. In [37], a generalized TS algorithm is presented where an EKF

performs the local linearisation.

A non-linear approach for FDI is explained in [12, 38]. Nonlinear Analytical Redundancy

(NLAR) uses the state space control observability matrix to create a set of test residuals

and focuses on the problem of on-line creation of a locally valid observability matrix.
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The method is recommended for systems where the measurement model can be assumed

linear and where the observability matrix has a fairly low rank.

1.4 Methodology

Since the vehicle can be modeled using first order principles, and since system inputs

and outputs are known, the choice is made to develop a model-based system for fault

diagnosis. This is further motivated by the need for fault tolerant control, where a

model-based approach has the ability to not only identify and isolate faults, but possibly

also provide redundancy by means of sensor estimation. This motivates using a state

observer, since state estimations would be readily available during runtime. The choice

for the observer based method is to use the non-linear Extended Kalman Filter (EKF).

The filter provides both noise robustness, ability to estimate system states and residuals

that can be used for fault detection. Care needs to be taken to ensure observability,

a smooth enough system model and a low enough complexity to be computationally

feasible. The filter will be evaluated on its own, as well as implemented in a filter bank

solution. Since the IMM method does not handle soft faults well, the choice is made to

use the generalized observer. The system can be considered non-linear but smooth, so

a solution using local linearization is expected to perform well. The vehicle electronic

control unit, while not the primary focus of this study, has a time-discrete step size of

10ms so sensor and model sampling rate will be evaluated mainly with this step size.

In order to evaluate FDI methods applicable only on linear systems, a fully linearized

version of the system model will also be evaluated. This will then be used in the

parity based methods described in[2], similar to the NLAR approach of [12, 38]. While

it provides a large number of system residuals, no guarantees can be given about noise

robustness, and no state estimations are made. In order to provide fault tolerant control,

the parity based method will therefore need to be supported by a separate state observer.

To compare the performance of the linearized model with the nonlinear version, a similar

setup to the nonlinear filter bank residual generation will be developed. Instead of an

EKF observer, the linear filter bank will use the ordinary, linear, Kalman filter (KF).

For the purpose of fault isolation, [2] makes the distinction between classification meth-

ods and inference methods, where the former determines faults from experimentally

established behavior and the latter is applicable where there is a priori knowledge about

the fault-symptom relations. For the purposes of this study there is sufficient isolation

in determining the location of the faulty sensor, for which the symptom only needs to be
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a deviation from zero-mean in the observer residuals. It is therefore sufficient with in-

ference methods detecting non-zero residuals, combined with evaluation of which sensor

the residual corresponds to.

1.4.1 Delimitations

The main delimitation lies in assuming sensor faults to be the sole cause of residual

deviations. As can be seen in figure 1.3, different faults can affect the residual in the

same way, meaning that a residual deviation could potentially be caused by faults in

the actuators, sensors or in the process itself. Generally speaking, actuator faults and

system faults are more immediately apparent than sensor faults, and in critical areas

they are often detected by using dedicated sensors. The choice is therefore made to focus

on FDI for the sensors. A reasonable assumption regarding the faults is that they will

be present one at a time. Furthermore, the faults are assumed to be non-transient in as

much so that FDI response time is not considered in method performance evaluation.



Chapter 2

System Model

In this chapter, the system model and its relation to the sensors is explained. Section

2.1 describes the geometry of an articulated vehicle and its kinematic relationships,

expressed in 2-dimensional vector space R2. The model used in this thesis, and to some

extent its simplifying assumptions, is commonly used to describe articulated vehicles

[39–41]. Section 2.2 extends the model to R3, and describes the relative rotation and

acceleration needed to relate the vehicle mounted sensors to each other and to a common,

vehicle independent, fixed reference frame.

2.1 Vehicle kinematics

A typical articulated vehicle consists of two separate sections, joined together by an

articulated joint. The wheel sets are fixed to remain parallel with their respective section,

and the vehicle is steered by means of hydraulic actuators that alter the articulation

angle. This is illustrated in figure 2.1. Vehicle parameters are vehicle width w and

front and rear section length, l1 and l2 respectively. Ground velocities expressed from

each section are front section speed v1 and rear section speed v2, and the two sections

are related to each other with articulation angle γ. The position of the vehicle in an

earth-fixed reference frame, FE , is described by front section position p1 =[x1,y1], and

angle ψ1 as well as rear section position p2 = [x2,y2], and angle ψ2. For the purpose

of describing the sensors as seen from the vehicle, a body-fixed reference frame FB is

attached to the vehicle where xB denotes longitudinal direction. In order to simplify

the model expressions, the rear section of the vehicle is chosen for FB. This is further

explained in section 2.2.

9
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l1

l2

γ

ψ2

ψ1

w

y1

y2

x2 x1
xE

yE

xByB

p2

p1

v2

v1

Figure 2.1: The geometry of an articulated vehicle, with a body-fixed reference frame,
FB , (blue) attached to the rear section.

From figure 2.1, the relation between angles ψ1, ψ2 and articulation angle γ can be

described as

ψ1 = ψ2 + γ (2.1)

The relation between front axle center [x1,y1] and rear axle center [x2,y2] can be related

with angles ψ1 and ψ2, and the length of the vehicle sections as

x1 = x2 + l2 cos(ψ2) + l1 cos(ψ1) (2.2)

y1 = y2 + l2 sin(ψ2) + l1 sin(ψ1) (2.3)

The rate of change of either of the two axle centers [xi,yi] can be described as

ẋi = vi cos(ψi) (2.4)

ẏi = vi sin(ψi) (2.5)

where vi is the body relative speed of section i, defined as the norm of velocity vector

[ẋi,ẏi]. To further simplify the expressions, lateral vehicle slip is neglected. This non-

holonomic constraint serves to remove vehicle movement parallel to the wheel axles. The

rate of change of either of the two axle centers [xi,yi] can then be related to the relating
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yaw angle, ψi, using

ẋi sin(ψi)− ẏi cos(ψi) = 0 (2.6)

Note that the kinematics of one section of the system can be described fully with the

state of the other section and the vehicle articulation angle γ. Since the sensors for

acceleration and angular rate are situated in the rear section of the vehicle, this section

is chosen as the governing section and equations 2.4 and 2.6 are thus expressed using

index i = 2. Substituting ẋ1 and ẏ1 in 2.6 with the derivatives of 2.2, while also replacing

ψ̇1 with the derivation of 2.1 and finally inserting 2.4, the rear yaw angle rate of change

can be expressed using only the rear section speed, steering angle and steering angle

rate of change. This expression can be simplified to

ψ̇2 =
v2 sin(γ)− γ̇l1
l1 + l2 cos(γ)

(2.7)

Here, the non-slip constraint helps in giving a yaw rate that can be non-zero, even when

v2 is zero. When the vehicle is stationary but turning, the front and rear section of the

vehicle rotate. Since the wheel speed angular sensors as well as the accelerometer can be

easily related to vehicle speed, and since both yaw rate and articulation angle is known,

2.7 is chosen as the model expression for yaw rate. The relations between sensors is

further described in section 2.2.

2.2 Sensor kinematics

To be able to correctly relate sensor data between different sensors, and to transform

the readings between different reference systems, it is important to consider all forces

acting on the sensors in any significant way. To be able to treat the earth-fixed reference

frame as an inertial system, fictitious forces need to be accounted for. In the case

of a wheel loader subject to normal conditions, the main force to compensate for is

that of gravitational acceleration. Since the wheel loader measures acceleration in the

body-fixed reference frame, the rotation of the body-fixed reference frame in the earth-

fixed reference frame needs to be determined. With knowledge of the rotation, the

gravitational acceleration can be subtracted from sensor readings to give measurements

that only relate to vehicle movement in the earth-fixed frame. Furthermore, since the

body-fixed reference frame is accelerated within the earth-fixed reference frame, this

too is non-inertial. Therefore, in order to merge measurements from different sensors,

fictitious forces caused by the acceleration of the body-fixed frame in the earth-fixed
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reference frame needs to be accounted for, so that sensor values can be related to each

other.

2.2.1 Body frame rotation

The vehicle model in section 2.1 is described in R2, meaning that rotation has only

one degree of freedom: the Euler angle yaw, ψ. The full set of Euler angles can be

used to describe arbitrary rotation of the body-fixed reference frame in the earth-fixed

reference frame. This is illustrated in figure 2.2, where the two reference frames, FE

and FB, have been extended to R3. It should be noted that using quaternions is a more

computationally efficient way of expressing rotations in R3, but Euler angles are used

here for their readability.

zB

yB

xB

xE

yE

zE

ψ
ψ

θ

θ
φ

φ

xE yE

zE

~r

Figure 2.2: The body-fixed reference frame FB subject to translation, ~r, and rotation,
ψ, θ and φ, described in the earth-fixed reference frame FE

Since any rotation about a base vector in R3 can be described by a 3×3 rotational

matrix, any orientation of the body-fixed reference frame can be described in the earth-

fixed reference frame as the product of three different rotations; yaw, pitch and roll.

Yaw, ψ, describes the rotation about the earth-fixed frame z-axis, and produces a first

intermediate frame of orientation. Pitch, θ, describes the rotation about the body-fixed

y-axis as seen from the first intermediate frame of orientation, and produces a second

intermediate frame of orientation. Roll, φ, describes the rotation about the body-fixed

x-axis as seen from the second intermediate frame of orientation and produces the body-

fixed reference frame. Since each rotation is defined from a specific preceding reference

frame, the succession of rotations is not arbitrary. It is therefore important that the

rotations are carried out in the correct order as
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x

y

z


B

=


1 0 0

0 cos(φ) sin(φ)

0 − sin(φ) cos(φ)




cos(θ) 0 − sin(θ)

0 1 0

sin(φ) 0 cos(φ)




cos(ψ) sin(ψ) 0

− sin(ψ) cos(ψ) 0

0 0 1



x

y

z


E

=


cos(ψ) cos(θ) cos(θ) sin(ψ) − sin(θ)

cos(ψ) sin(φ) sin(θ)− cos(φ) sin(ψ) cos(φ) cos(ψ) + sin(φ) sin(ψ) sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ)

sin(φ) sin(ψ) + cos(φ) cos(ψ) sin(θ) cos(φ) sin(ψ) sin(θ)− cos(ψ) sin(φ) cos(φ) cos(θ)



x

y

z


E

(2.8)

where [x, y, z]TB is the vector described in the body-fixed system and [x, y, z]TE is the vector

described in the earth-fixed system. Using the definition of Euler angles, it can be seen that yaw

needs applied pitch and roll in order to describe the body-fixed measurement of rotation about

the zB-axis. Pitch, however, needs only applied roll to describe the body-fixed measurement of

rotation about the yB-axis since it per definition is already subject to yaw. Roll is per definition

the same angle as the body-fixed measurement of rotation about the xB-axis. Naturally, the

relation between the Euler angular rate of change and the body-fixed angular rate of change is

done in the same way. This is described by


ωx

ωy

ωz

 =


φ̇

0

0

+


1 0 0

0 cos(φ) sin(φ)

0 − sin(φ) cos(φ)




0

θ̇

0



+


1 0 0

0 cos(φ) sin(φ)

0 − sin(φ) cos(φ)




cos(θ) 0 − sin(θ)

0 1 0

sin(φ) 0 cos(φ)




0

0

ψ̇



=


1 0 − sin(θ)

0 cos(φ) sin(φ) cos(θ)

0 − sin(φ) cos(φ) cos(θ)



φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇



(2.9)

where [ωx, ωy, ωz]T are the angular velocities of the body-fixed reference frame, and [φ̇, θ̇, ψ̇]T

are the Euler angular rates of change. Inverting the matrix in 2.9 gives the transformation matrix

from the body-fixed reference frame to Euler angles as


φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

 =


1 sin(φ) tan(θ) cos(φ) tan(θ)

0 cos(φ) − sin(φ)

0
sin(φ)

cos(θ)

cos(φ)

cos(θ)



ωx

ωy

ωz

 (2.10)

In order to compensate for the gravitational acceleration acting on the IMU, 2.10 is used to first

translate the measured angular rates into Euler angular rates so that they can be used in updating
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the estimation of the Euler angles. Thereafter, 2.8 is used to describe the earth-fixed gravitational

vector [0, 0, −g]TE in the body-fixed reference frame, where g is the standard acceleration due to

gravity. If the IMU is positioned parallel to the body-fixed reference frame, this newly formed

gravitational vector can be directly subtracted from accelerometer measurements.

2.2.2 Body frame acceleration

An approximate description of the sensor positions in the vehicle is illustrated in figure 1.1.

Given vehicle articulation angle, the position of the sensors can be described in the body-fixed

reference frame, FB , introduced in section 2.1, and illustrated in figure 2.1. The origin of FB is

placed in point p2, situated directly between the two rear wheel sensors on the rear wheel axle.

This puts the origin in the same plane as the wheel speed sensors, and the same vehicle section

as the accelerometer, which simplifies the expressions needed.

Using kinematic principles, the relation between time derivatives in two systems B and B′ can

be described with the operator identity [42]

(
d

dt
. . .

)
B′

=

(
d

dt
· · ·+ ω × . . .

)
B

(2.11)

where d
dt is the time derivative in system B′ and B respectively, and ω is the rotation experienced

by system B. By describing the sensor position in the body-fixed reference frame with a vector

~r, 2.11 can be used to describe the velocity as

v = ~̇rB′ = ~̇rB + ω × ~rB (2.12)

which can be used to relate odometer measurements to the origin of body-fixed reference frame,

FB . Under the assumption of no lateral movement, measured velocity in FB can be described

by the vector [v2, 0, 0]TB . Starting with relating the two vehicle sections, 2.12 can be used to

describe the articulation joint velocity in the rear section as

va2 =


v2

0

0

+


0

0

ψ̇

×

l2

0

0

 (2.13)

Modeling the articulation joint as rigid, va2 differs from the articulation joint velocity in the

front section only by the articulation angle γ. Therefore, a rotation around local z-axis by angle

γ gives the articulation joint velocity in the front section, va1, as
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va1 =


cos(γ) − sin(γ) 0

sin(γ) cos(γ) 0

0 0 1

 va2 (2.14)

From here, velocity in the front section axis joint can be related to front section velocity in point

p1 as

v1 = va1 +


0

0

ψ̇1

×

l1

0

0

 (2.15)

Finally, in adding vehicle width the front left wheel speed can be related to front section joint

velocity as

vfl = v1 +


0

0

ψ̇1

×


0

−w/2
0

 (2.16)

Combining 2.13, 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 gives the full relation between the velocity of the front left

wheel and rear section joint velocity v2 as

vfl =

 v2 cos(γ) + ψ̇2l2 sin(γ) + ψ̇1
w

2
−v2 sin(γ) + ψ̇2l2 cos(γ) + ψ̇1l1

 (2.17)

Replacing the front section yaw rate, ψ̇1, with the derivative of 2.1 and assuming the lateral

contributions to be zero, in accordance with the no lateral slip-assumption made in section 2.1,

the longitudinal velocity for the front left wheel can be expressed using only known or measured

variables. Given wheel radius r, the angular velocity of the front left wheel can now be expressed

as

ωfl =
v2 cos(γ)

r
+
ψ̇2l2 sin(γ)

r
− (ψ̇2 + γ̇)

w

2r
(2.18a)

where wheel radius r is assumed to be constant. The rest of the wheels are calculated using the

same method, giving the expressions
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ωfr =
v2 cos(γ)

r
+
ψ̇2l2 sin(γ)

r
+ (ψ̇2 + γ̇)

w

2r
(2.18b)

ωrl =
v2
r
− ψ̇2

w

2r
(2.18c)

ωrr =
v2
r

+ ψ̇2
w

2r
(2.18d)

To express relative acceleration, 2.12 is inserted in 2.11, giving the expression

a = ~̈rB′ = ~̈rB + ω × (ω × ~rB) + 2ω × ~̇rB + ω̇ × ~rB (2.19)

where ~̇rB is zero, owing to the static position of the sensors in the body-fixed reference frame.

Furthermore, angular acceleration, ω̇, is assumed to be zero as well. The sensor is described in

the body-fixed reference frame with the vector [lx, 0, lz]TB . Using 2.19, the measured acceleration,

aIMU , can then be related to acceleration of the body-fixed reference frame, a2, as

aIMU = a2 +


ωx

ωy

ωz

×


ωx

ωy

ωz

×

lx

0

lz


 = a2 +


ωz(ωxlz − ωzlx)− lxω2

y

ωxωylx + ωyωzlz

ωx(ωzlx − ωxlz)− lzω2
y

 (2.20)

where [ωx, ωy, ωz]T are the measured angular velocities in the body-fixed reference frame,

introduced in 2.9.

2.3 Fault models

Fault models are idealistic assumptions of how faults affect the system. The simplest distinction

to make between fault types is that between additive faults and multiplicative faults, as illustrated

in figure 2.3. The deviation that is a fault can be detected in one of the system features. The

feature is often a physical quantity that can be expressed as a law Y (t) = g[U(t), x(t), θ], where

Y (t) and U(t) are available from measurements. The additive fault causes offsets f(t) in the

system by adding a term to the nominal signal Yu(t). The multiplicative fault causes parametric

changes to the system. This can be related to the nominal system measurement Yu(t) with

the fault as an additional term. From this it can be seen that a multiplicative fault cannot be

detected unless the control signal U(t) is non-zero. The multiplicative fault can however still be

modeled as a time variant additive fault, where the variance has to be considered.

Faults can be distinguished as actuator faults, process faults and sensor faults, as illustrated in

figure 1.3. In the case of sensor faults, only the output Y (t) is available. With more precise

knowledge of the sensor it can be modeled with a transfer function in order to detect deterministic

faults. With the current set-up, illustrated in figure 1.1, there is no specific knowledge of sensor

output when the sensors are subject to faults. Therefore, the most straightforward method of
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f(t) = ∆a(t)

Y (t) = (a+ f(t))U(t)Y (t) = YU (t) + f(t)YU (t) a

(a) (b)

f(t) = ∆a(t)

U(t)

Figure 2.3: Schematic of additive fault (a) and multiplicative fault (b).

performing FDI is through evaluation of the system output residual, defined as the difference

between estimated output and actual output. Furthermore, the assumption is made that the

faults are of an additive type, in that they affect the system output as superposed signals.

Two types of additive sensor fault models will be considered here. An additive stochastic fault

is assumed to be caused by any number of disturbances that generates a lowered signal to noise

ratio from the sensor. This is modeled as a normally distributed random variable with zero

mean and a given variance. An additive static offset fault is assumed to be caused by more

severe faults, like a physical fault in the sensor, or from unmodeled system maneuvers, like wheel

slip. This is modeled as a constant value. The FDI system will be designed to diagnose five

separate sensor faults, listed in table 2.1. These are sensor faults in one of the four odometers,

or in the longitudinally oriented sensors of the accelerometer.

Table 2.1: FDI fault types

Fault Fault type

f1 Front left odometer fault
f2 Front right odometer fault
f3 Rear left odometer fault
f4 Rear right odometer fault
f5 Accelerometer fault



Chapter 3

Nonlinear residual generation

Model-based FDI uses a system model parallel to the real system, as illustrated in figures 3.1 and

3.2, to identify system deviations from nominal behavior. In this chapter, the system model from

chapter 2 is used to generate residuals, whose nominal values are zero. The full model, along

with its discretization, is presented in section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents the non-linear observer

used for residual generation. The same observer is used in section 3.3 in a filter bank, to further

improve residual generation.

18
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3.1 Nonlinear model

Combining the relations derived in chapter 2, the full system model is stated as

ẋ =
∂

∂t



vx

ax

ay

az

γ

γ̇

φ

θ

ψ

ωx

ωy

ωz

δax

δay

δaz

δωx

δωy

δωz



=



ax

0

0

0

γ̇

0

ωx − ωy sin(φ) tan(θ) + ωz cos(φ) tan(θ)

ωy cos(phi) + ωz sin(φ)

−ωy sin(φ) sec(θ) + ωz cos(φ) sec(θ)

0

0(
v2 sin(γ)− γ̇l1

)
/
(
l1 + l2 cos(γ)

)
0

0

0

0

0

0



(3.1)

Here, the model is stated in the body-fixed frame with origin in the rear section of the vehicle, and

index i used in chapter 2.1 has been omitted. Longitudinal velocity vx is modeled as variable. The

accelerations are assumed constant along with vehicle articulation angle γ. Vehicle Euler angles

are calculated according to 2.10, by relating them to measured local angular rates of change.

The local angular rates of change are considered constant, with the exception of rotation around

local z axis, ωz. Note that the full system equations estimate vehicle states in three dimensions.

Therefore, local z-rotation ωz replaces rear section global yaw rate ψ̇2 that uses the relation

derived in 2.7.

Using the relations derived in chapter 2, the observation model is constructed as
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y =



ω̂fl

ω̂fr

ω̂rl

ω̂rr

âx

ây

âz

γ̂

ω̂x

ω̂y

ω̂z

φ̂

θ̂



=



vx cos(γ)/r + ωzl2 sin(γ)/r − (ωz + γ̇)w/(2r)

vx cos(γ)/r + ωzl2 sin(γ)/r + (ωz + γ̇)w/(2r)

vx/r − ωzw/(2r)

vx/r + ωzw/(2r)

ax − g sin(θ) + ωz(ωxlz − ωzlx)− lxω2
y + δax

ay + g cos(θ) sin(φ) + ωxωylx + ωyωzlz + δay

az + g cos(θ) cos(φ) + ωx(ωzlx − ωxlz)− lzω2
y + δaz

γ

ωx + δwx

ωy + δwy

ωz + δwz

φ

θ



(3.2)

The sensor fusion is thus carried out by relating both the angular rate of change of the wheels

and longitudinal acceleration to rear section velocity. In addition to measured wheel rotation

[ω̂fl, ω̂fr, ω̂rl, ω̂rr], acceleration [âx, ây, âz] and angular rate of change [ω̂x, ω̂y, ω̂z], the IMU out-

puts estimations of pitch and roll. These estimations, along with articulation angle γ, are

considered known and are put into the observation model without bias terms.

3.2 Single nonlinear observer

A general scheme for FDI using a single observer is illustrated in figure 3.1. An observer F runs in

parallel with the system, and the observer estimations are used in detecting and isolating faults.

The results can then be fed back into the observer for managing possible faults. Essentially, any

observer output that can signify faults, like state covariance or specific fault parameters, could

be used in FDI. Here, the chosen output for evaluation are the observer residuals.

f

u y

F

System

management FDI

x̂

Figure 3.1: A single observer F in an FDI scheme.

The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is a non-linear extension of the Kalman filter, presented in

chapter 4. The idea is to create a locally linear model around the current system state for every
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iteration of the filter. This model can then be propagated using the the EKF algorithm. The

system to be linearized is expressed in time discrete state state form as

xk = f(xk−1) + wk

yk = h(xk) + vk
(3.3)

where w and v are zero mean normal distributed noise with constant covariances Q and R

respectively, and f and h are differentiable functions. The observation error covariance matrix

can usually be exactly determined, since measurements can be taken with the system in non-

operational mode and used to measure the measurement error variance. The process error

covariance matrix is generally more difficult to determine, since it is typically not possible to

directly observe the estimated process. It is therefore common to view both matrices Q and

R as filter tuning parameters. Optimal filter performance is then acquired by injecting enough

uncertainties in the matrices to get desirable estimation performance. Equation 3.3 can be used

to represent the discretization of 3.1 and 3.2. Given initial state and covariance x0 and P0, the

EKF filter is then stated as

Algorithm 1 EKF

EKF prediction

x̂k|k−1 = f(x̂k−1|k−1) (3.4)

Pk|k−1 = Fk−1Pk−1|k−1F
T
k−1 + Q (3.5)

EKF update

εk = yk − h(x̂k|k−1) (3.6)

Sk = HkPk|k−1H
T
k + R (3.7)

Kk = Pk|k−1H
T
k S
−1
k (3.8)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kkεk (3.9)

Pk|k = (I−KkHk)Pk|k−1 (3.10)

where Fk and Hk are the jacobians of functions f and h at sample k

Fk =
∂f

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂k|k,uk

(3.11)

Hk =
∂h

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂k|k−1

(3.12)

The observer residual is identified as ε in 3.6, also known as the innovation sequence. If the

Kalman filter works optimally, and the noise assumptions holds, the residual will be a white

noise. However, since 3.1 can not be linearized using a first order approximation, the filter

will perform sub-optimally even without considering other error sources. In addition to this,
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unmodeled noise and model errors are expected to affect the residual. Since there is only one

residual per sensor, the solution relies on that the system exhibits small cross coupling effects,

if any, in order for a fault to be uniquely identifiable from the residuals. The processing of the

residual, in order to remove errors, is explained further in chapter 5.

3.3 Generalized nonlinear observer

The generalized observer has one system estimation dedicated to a certain sensor fault. The

observer is driven by all system outputs except that of the sensor it is dedicated to. This allows

single fault detection and isolation with increased robustness to unmodeled noise and model

faults. The scheme is illustrated in figure 3.2. Using p observers, with each observer being

driven by all but the ith measured variable, for i = [1, 2, . . . , p], a fault can be identified in the

corresponding residual of any of the observers, as long as the observer is not isolated from that

particular fault. A fully detected and isolated fault is identified when by p-1 observers have

identified it. If the ith observer signals for the ith fault, when it is in reality isolated from it,

it can be concluded that the signal is false or that the fault lies elsewhere. With this in mind,

successive tests can more effectively detect and isolate faults than from using a single observer.

This is developed further in section 5.2.

f

x̂1

x̂2

x̂3

x̂4

u

y1
y2
y3
y4

Ffull

F1

F2

F3

F4

System

management

FDI

x̂

Figure 3.2: A generalized observer scheme for FDI, using 4 observers, each isolated
from one of the 4 system measurements.
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Linear residual generation

This chapter outlines linear model-based methods for FDI. The main purpose of modeling a

linear version of the system is to utilize linear algebraic consistency tests for FDI, at the possible

cost of model accuracy. It also serves to simplify the algorithms needed to perform FDI, reducing

computational complexity, compared with the methods in chapter 3. The linearization of the

system is described in section 4.1. To evaluate model accuracy, the model is implemented as

a linear equivalent of the non-linear method described in chapter 3. A linear state observer is

described in section 4.2 and a linear generalized observer in section 4.3. Finally, in section 4.4

the linear model is used to create algebraic consistency tests, producing parity equations that

can be used for FDI.

4.1 Linear model

A discrete and linear state space model at time-step k can be generally expressed as

xk+1 = Fkxk +Bkuk + wk (4.1a)

yk = Hkxk +Dkuk + vk (4.1b)

In order to linearize the model derived in chapter 2, a number of simplifying assumptions are

needed. In the system model, 3.1, the largest part of the non-linear terms consists of steering

angle γ and its derivatives. Choosing these signals as given constants for every time step removes

most of the non-linear terms, at the cost of making the system model itself time variant as well

as introducing unmodeled noise. The noise can be mediated by first running the steering angle

signal through an external low pass filter. This will however introduce a phase shift in the signal

that will need to be considered. In the case of the measurement model, 3.2, contributions from the

acceleration of the body-fixed reference frame can be removed by neglecting the fictive forces,

described in section 2.2.2. The only remaining contribution is then that of the gravitational

23
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acceleration, which is too large to be safely neglected. Instead, by running an external non-linear

observer outside of any linear algorithm, with the sole purpose of estimating vehicle attitude,

gravitational acceleration can be subtracted from measurements before running the linear model.

Following the assumptions of no lateral vehicle movement, as described in section 2.2.2, it can be

seen in 2.8 that the gravitational contribution to longitudinal acceleration is dependent only on

pitch angle θ. Since the sensor fusion only utilizes the longitudinal acceleration, the necessary

pre-processing of the measured signal is therefore

ax = ax,m − g sin(θ) (4.2)

where ax is the longitudinal acceleration used in the linear model, ax,m is measured longitudinal

acceleration and g is the gravitational acceleration constant. Since pitch is available as an IMU

output, it can be used directly for this purpose. The simplifications now lead to the linear system

4.1, with state vector and system matrices

x =



vx

ax

ωz

δax

δωz


Ak =



1 dT 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

ak bk 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1


Bk =



0

0

ck

0

0



Ck =



dk 0 ek 0 0

fk 0 gk 0 0
1
r 0 − w

2r 0 0
1
r 0 w

2r 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1


Dk =



hk

ik

0

0

0

0



(4.3a)
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where the time variant elements of 4.3a are identified as

ak =
γ̇kcos(γk)(l1 + l2cos(γk)) + γ̇kl2sin

2(γk)

(l1 + l2cos(γk))2
dT (4.3b)

bk =
sin(γk)

l1 + l2cos(γk)
dT (4.3c)

ck = − γ̈kl1(l1 + l2cos(γk)) + γ̈2kl1cos(γk)

(l1 + l2cos(γk))2
dT (4.3d)

dk =
cos(γ)

r
(4.3e)

ek =
l2sin(γ)

r
− w

2r
(4.3f)

fk =
cos(γ)

r
(4.3g)

gk =
l2sin(γ)

r
+
w

2r
(4.3h)

hk = −γ̇k
w

2r
(4.3i)

ik = γ̇k
w

2r
(4.3j)

Owing to the nonlinearities in ck, the control signal uk in 4.1 is here modeled as uk = 1 for all

values of k, thereby putting both control signal direction and amplitude in vectors Bk and Dk.

4.2 Single linear observer

If the noise covariance, initial state and state covariance of 4.1 are known, a statistically optimal

estimate of the system state can be produced, using the linear Kalman filter (KF). This is

essentially the linear version of the extended Kalman filter, presented in section 3.2. Since the

system and measurement models are already linear, they are inserted directly in the algorithm,

stated as:

Algorithm 2 KF

KF prediction

x̂k|k−1 = Fkx̂k−1|k−1 +Bkuk (4.4)

(4.5)

Pk|k−1 = FkPk−1|k−1F
T
k + Q (4.6)

KF update

εk = yk −Hkxk|k−1 −Dkuk (4.7)

Sk = HkPk|k−1H
T
k + R (4.8)

Kk = Pk|k−1H
T
k S
−1
k (4.9)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + Kkεk (4.10)

Pk|k = (I−KkHk)Pk|k−1 (4.11)
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In comparison with its nonlinear counterpart, the Kalman filter has the potential to be less

computationally heavy. In addition to this, it is less sensitive to poor initial estimates and model

errors. The method for FDI is the same in both the non-linear and the linear case, in that the

innovation sequence ε is analyzed. The general layout is identical to what is illustrated in figure

3.1.

4.3 Generalized linear observer

The generalized linear observer is constructed like the generalized non-linear observer, illustrated

in figure 3.2. Instead of the non-linear observers, the Kalman filter from section 4.2 is used to

create the filter bank.

4.4 Parity relations

Change detection based on algebraical consistency tests is the idea to create analytical redun-

dancy by formulating residuals straight from the system expressions. These residuals are referred

to as the system parity relations. One possible parity relation would be to run the entire system

model in parallel with the real system and comparing differences in output, making it similar

to the observer-based methods described in sections 4.2 and 3.2. However, the formulation of

parity relations also allows for a more general approach to derive system residuals, making it

suitable for larger systems. Observer-based methods and parity relations-based methods show

some similarities [2], and they have in the linear case been shown to perform identically [9].

Following the assumptions made in section 4.1, the system can be expressed on state space form

as

xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk + Vkvk + Fkfk (4.12a)

yk = Ckxk +Nknk +Mkfk (4.12b)

where vk and nk are unmeasurable disturbances and fk are additive faults acting on system input

and output. This is somewhat different from the state space model in 4.1 in that no assumptions

are made about the noise, and that the additive fault is explicitly modeled.

Calculating the next sampled output of 4.12b, xk+1 can be substituted for 5.15 as

yk+1 =Ck+1xk+1 +Nk+1nk+1 +Mk+1fk+1

=Ck+1Akxk + Ck+1Bkuk + Ck+1Vkvk

+ Ck+1Fkfk +Nk+1nk+1 +Mk+1fk+1

(4.13)

This can be generalized to an expression for the next q steps, yk+q, corresponding to the mea-

surement output when using a time window of length q + 1. Time shifting yk+q with q steps

backwards then gives an expression for the measurement output at step k, when using a time
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window of q previous samples. This can be written as

yk =Ck

 q∏
j=1

Ak−j

xq−k + Fk−q+i−1fk−q+i−1

+ Ck

q∑
i=1

q−i∏
j=1

Ak−j

 (Bk−q+i−1uk−q+i−1 + Vk−q+i−1vk−q+i−1)

 (4.14)

where the empty product, for j > q − i, is defined as the identity matrix. Using q + 1 samples

in total, 4.14 can be written on batch form as

Y = Txk−q +QuU +QvV +QnN +QfF (4.15)

where

Y =


yk−q

yk−q+1

...

yk

 T =



Ck−q

Ck−q+1Ak−q

Ck−q+2Ak−q+1Ak−q
...

Ck

q∏
j=1

Ak−j


U =


uk−q

uk−q+1

...

uk



Qu =



0 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+1Bk−q 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+2Ak−q+1Bk−q Ck−q+2Bk−q+1
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

Ck

q−1∏
j=1

Ak−j

Bk−q Ck

q−2∏
j=1

Ak−j

Bk−q+1 . . . CkBk−1 0



(4.16)

The Hankel matrix Q is similar for all terms in 4.15. The full set of matrices and vectors are

shown in appendix A. The matrix T is recognized as the system observability matrix, time shifted

q sample steps backwards. Using the same reasoning as for linear observability, there is no more

information to be gained from the system by using more samples than available states. The

number of samples, q, should therefore be nx − 1 [5].

In 4.15, the unknowns are the matrices and inputs for disturbances and faults, as well as the

state at step k − q. By formulating a matrix WT , subject to

WTT = 0 (4.17)

4.15 will become insensitive to state xk−q, reducing it to

WT (Y −QuU) = WT (QvV +QnN +QfF ) (4.18)

Thus, with knowledge of system input and output for samples k − q through k, a formulation

is derived where the unknowns are system disturbances and faults. If there are no disturbances
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or faults affecting the system, the right-hand side o f 4.18 is zero. The left hand side of 4.18 is

therefore referred to as the residual vector R.

R = WT (Y −QuU) (4.19)

Without addressing the measurement noise, 4.19 is likely to be noisy [2, 5] so even in assuming

small disturbances v and n, the residual will need to be conditioned.

The main challenge of identifying the parity relations now lies in identifying WT . This requires

the columns of WT to be vectors in the null space of the matrix T . Thus, by identifying any

linear combination of the null space of T and using it in WT , the system residuals can be

decoupled from the state vector. With ny measurements in nx samples, T measures nynx × nx.

Obviously the simplest solution for WT is to make it 1×nynx. This and slightly wider matrices

can be used when modelling WT manually to simplify the expressions [2, 12] but risks removing

relations that can be used in residual evaluation. More residuals gives a higher chance of finding

unique patterns and increase robustness. Thus, in the general case the fullest possible width of

WT should be used [5], which is the same as the nullity of T . The nullity, by the rank-nullity

theorem, is

nul(T ) = rows(T )− rank(T ) (4.20)

With T being the observability matrix, it has nynx rows and rank nx, meaning that the nullity

of T is nynx−nx. The size of WT is then (nynx−nx)× (nynx) The task of identifying WT can

be done automatically using Matlab. The function null(T) returns the null space of T , using

singular value decomposition.

Using the linear system derived in section 4.1, WT is identified as a 25×30-matrix. A null space

of this size is computationally heavy to calculate for every sample time, and regardless of if WT

is computed on-line or off-line, it is not possible to guarantee fault detection or isolation without

making further assumptions about the range of the time variant elements in the system matrices.

Because of this, a symbolic null space matrix is produced off-line, and its time variant elements

are updated on-line to produce the residual. Therefore, fault detection and isolation will need to

be empirically tested. The full matrix WT , based on the system from section 4.1, is presented

in appendix B.



Chapter 5

Residual evaluation

This chapter presents methods for the detection and isolation of faults with the focus on residual

evaluation. The methods are intended for both the observer based FDI as well as for the parity

relations method, as presented in chapters 3 and 4. Residual filtering using the CUmulative

SUM (CUSUM) test is described in section 5.1. Section 5.2 outlines a run test to eliminate

false positives caused by unmodeled noise and model errors. Section 5.3 presents a more general

method for fault isolation and removal of false positives, using a structured hypothesis test.

Residual evaluation deals with processing residuals in order to remove unwanted signals while at

the same time detecting and isolating faults. Ideally, the methods outlined in chapters 3 and 4

generates residuals that are non-zero only when a faults occurs, and otherwise zero. In reality,

unmodeled behavior and noise that are not accounted for will be added to the residual, giving a

non-zero residual even in the case of no faults. There is also the issue of one residual responding

to multiple faults, making it impossible to isolate a single fault without further comparisons of

the different residuals. This means that the residuals need to be processed, in order to give as

few false positives as possible while still being able to detect and isolate faults.

y
x̂

CUSUM
residual

generation

state
estimation

decision

post proc.
& decision

~r ~τ

Figure 5.1: The model-based fault detection and diagnosis method used in the project.

The complete FDI solution is illustrated in figure 5.1. This is an implementation of the general

model-based FDI scheme, introduced in figure 1.3. The residuals ~r are processed to form an

array of fault detection flags, ~τ , one element for each of the individual faults. These are referred

to as detection tests. The tests are then analyzed to isolate a specific fault and remove false

alarms before providing a fault decision. The decision is here imagined to be fed back into the

29
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state estimation, in order to remove further input from faulty sensors, but could be connected

to any part of the control system that needs to provide reactivity to a fault.

5.1 The CUSUM test

The CUmulative SUM (CUSUM) test is essentially a low pass filter, followed by a threshold, that

is applied to the residuals in order to filter away parts of the higher frequencies in the residuals,

while at the same time allowing additive high frequency terms to be detected over time [5].

Algorithm 3 CUSUM

gk = gk−1 + rk − ν (5.1)

gk = 0 if gk < 0 (5.2)

if gk > h

flag for fault (5.3)

gk = 0 (5.4)

test ??, 5.1

The idea is to let the test statistic gk sum up the input residual rk and give a warning if gk

passes threshold h. Ideally, the input is white noise, meaning that its cumulative sum behaves

like a random walk, causing gk to drift over time. To prevent this, the residual is subtracted

with a drift term, ν. Finally, all values of gk below zero are capped at zero, to avoid creating

a negative test statistic, which would delay fault detection. By running a second test against a

negative input, a two-sided CUSUM test is generated, which can be applied on signals that take

both positive and negative values. Combining this with adaptive filtering for signal conditioning

gives the final filter.

Algorithm 4 CUSUM RLS

µk = λµk−1 + (1− λ)rk (5.5)

ε = rk − µk (5.6)

s
(1)
k = ε (5.7)

s
(2)
k = −ε (5.8)

g
(1)
k = max(g

(1)
k−1 + s

(1)
k − ν, 0) (5.9)

g
(2)
k = max(g

(2)
k−1 + s

(2)
k − ν, 0) (5.10)

if g
(1)
k > h or g

(2)
k > h

flag for fault (5.11)

gk = 0 (5.12)
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Here λ is referred to as an exponential forgetting factor, and 5.5 is a recursive least squares (RLS)

estimate of the residual r [5], initiated with µ0 = 0. Note that in the case of λ = 0, the CUSUM

RLS algorithm reverts back to the two-sided CUSUM test.

5.2 Model error detection

Following the assumption made in section 1.4.1 that only one fault can be present at a time,

the number of fault flags can be used as a tuning parameter to remove model faults from the

residual. The idea is to assume model errors to be detectable in all test statistics, compared

to actual faults that are limited to a subset of the test statistics. If a certain threshold for the

sum of test statistics is met, all flags are subdued for a set amount of time. Starting with the

generalized observer, consisting of p observers that each generates n test statistics, one approach

for identifying false alarms is:

Algorithm 5 Model error detection

if

p∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

τi,j > thrfalse

hold flags for thold

(5.13)

if

p−1∑
i=1

τi,j == p− 1

delay tdelay

if not hold

flag for fault

(5.14)

Here 5.13 is used to control for false flags and 5.14 compares against a fixed fault type j to identify

true flags. Tuning parameters are the threshold for false alarms, thrfalse, system holding time

thold and compare wait time tdelay. In 5.13, the total number of faults is compared to a threshold

thrfalse. If the threshold is passed, any warnings are halted for time thold. In 5.14, a true fault j

is defined as p− 1 observers flagging for it, thus the statement needs to test separately for each

of the p generalized observers. This is thereafter compared with system holding time. Since the

different observers, and their respective states, are not identical, a model error can show up at

different time points in each observer. Because of this, a model error is allowed to grow for a

short time period tdelay before a comparison is made with system holding time. If 5.13 does not

signal for model error after wait time tdelay, and if 5.14 have signaled an error i, an alarm is

given for that particular fault. Additionally, the false alarm rate is decreased by discarding any

sample with more than one identified fault and several consecutive fault flags are required for

identifying a fault. This is known as a run test [5].

The model error detection can be generalized to fit a single observer by simply setting p = 1 in

5.13 and then controlling for one flag in 5.14, rather than for p − 1. For the parity equations,

there is no predetermined sensitivity for faults, meaning that there is no single number that can
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be used to test the whole residual vector for model errors. Therefore, model error detection will

be evaluated using the observer based FDI methods alone. The parity equations will instead use

tests that are specific to their individual fault sensitivities, as outlined in the following section.

5.3 Structured hypothesis test

With knowledge of how the residuals respond to different faults, enhanced residuals can be

generated for particular faults, making them more robust to unknown inputs, while at the

same time providing fault isolation. This is somewhat different from the model error detection

algorithm in section 5.2 in that only known faults are sought for, and no assumptions are made

about the model errors. One method for residual enhancing is to use a structured hypothesis

test [13], or directional residuals [2]. The aim is to match a certain hypothesis in the space of

detection test by comparing the detection test to a number of hypothesis patterns. Consider a

detection tests, ~τ = [τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4], with each element sensitive to a certain subset of the set of

faults, {f1, f2, f3}. The fault signature matrix is expressed as

f1 f2 f3

τ1 1 1
τ2 1
τ3 1 1
τ4 1

and shows which detection tests are sensitive to which faults. A structured hypothesis test means

testing the pattern of detection tests against the known fault patterns. If, for example, both

τ2 and τ3 flagged for a detected fault, it can be concluded from the signature matrix that the

system is subject to fault f1. If τ1, τ2 and τ3 all flagged for faults, the hypothesis test would

be inconclusive in the sense that no hypothesis fits perfectly. It therefore makes sense to test

relative correlation, rather than absolute, between detection test pattern and the hypotheses, as

illustrated in figure 5.2, in order to identify faults also in inconclusive detection patterns.

x y

z

~τ

f2

f1

Figure 5.2: A detection test ~τ , with faults f1 and f2 respectively, in the residual
space. The detection test has a stronger correlation with f1 than with f2.
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Since the detection flags of the CUSUM tests generate binary test patterns, the decision is made

to use these in constructing fault patterns. The patterns are determined off-line by subjecting

the system to faults and looking at the response of the detection tests. The correlation between

fault hypothesis and detection pattern can then be determined by using the Euclidean angular

relation

ci =
~r · ~fi
‖~r‖‖~fi‖

(5.15)

where fi is the fault hypothesis for fault i. The correlation term ci is limited by 0 ≤ ‖ci‖ ≤ 1,

where ci = 0 means that the residual is fully orthogonal to fault i, and thus non-related. The

correlation term can then be compared to a threshold to detect faults. Just as in section 5.2,

the false alarm rate is decreased by demanding single faults, and by performing a run test.



Chapter 6

Results

This chapter presents evaluations of the detection methods described in chapters 3 and 4, in

combination with the evaluation techniques described in chapter 5. The general test setup is

presented in section 6.1. The results for the nonlinear single observer are presented in section

6.2. This method is presented extensively since it forms the foundation for most of the following

observers. The simplified linearised version of the single observer is presented in section 6.3.

Using the results from each of the single observers, the generalised observers are tuned and

evaluated accordingly. Results for the non-linear generalised observer is presented in section 6.4,

and its linear counterpart in section 6.5. Finally, the results for parity equations FDI is presented

in section 6.6.

6.1 Test setup

6.1.1 Vehicle operational modes

The evaluation of FDI methods were done in scenarios resembling those of standard vehicle

operation. As a standard for wheel loaders, two main operational modes are distinguished in the

vehicle carry cycle and vehicle short load cycle. These are illustrated in figure 6.1. The carry

cycle exhibits medium to high speeds and little or no bucket movement, giving more steady-

states during operation, while the short load cycle is a combination of load lifting and short

bidirectional movements at low speed.

(b)(a)

Figure 6.1: A wheel loader performing a carry cycle (a), and a short load cycle (b).

34
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6.1.2 Model implementation and tuning

All FDI methods were coded in Matlab Simulink, with model interfaces as defined in chapters

3, 4 and 5. To emulate the on-board control units, and verify stable model behavior at the

desired time step size, the model update frequency was kept fixed at 100Hz. The models were

otherwise evaluated off-line with both simulated and recorded data fed directly to the models in

their development environment.

The different methods were mainly tested against recorded sensor data. One recording from a

load cycle and one from a short carry cycle. Each FDI method was tested for both stochastic and

constant additive faults.The fault was introduced in the model input after a 50s runtime, after

which the test ran for an additional 50s. The stochastic fault consisted of a normally distributed

signal with variance σ2 = 0.1 and the additive fault was a signal of constant 1. The methods

were then evaluated for how they performed in regards to fault sensitivity and robustness.

All FDI methods were tuned to detect and identify as small sensor faults as possible, while

generating as few false positives as possible. Furthermore, the methods were tuned to be able to

simultaneously detect and identify additive stochastic faults as well as additive offset faults in

order to ensure FDI robustness for all expected faults in one solution. Fault detection time was

not a criteria, in accordance with the method delimitation of assuming non-transient faults, but

signal conditioning was still kept to a minimum in order to avoid unnecessary delays in detection

time.

6.1.3 Initial findings

To evaluate and validate the models, initial verification tests were done by running the FDI

methods with data simulated by a kinetic model of the complete vehicle and its environment.

The model was originally developed by Volvo for driveline control evaluations and includes mass

and inertia of all sections of the vehicle, the complete powertrain with tires as well as ground

forces and friction. The evaluations showed that the nonlinear kinematic model behaves similar

to the kinetic model, given the same inputs, for both the carry cycle and the short load cycle.

in low slip conditions, relative error in speed estimation stayed within 1%.

Following the initial model verification, both models were tested against recorded vehicle data.

It was revealed that the carry cycle and short load cycle showed highly similar behaviors, with

the difference that the short load cycle exhibited the highest levels of unmodeled noise and model

errors. The choice was therefore made to focus the tests on data from the load cycle, ensuring

that the estimations performed well in the most demanding scenario.

It was shown that residual conditioning gave test statistics that quickly deteriorated when sub-

ject to additive offset faults. This was mainly owing to the low pass behavior in the signal

conditioning, derived in section 5.1. In removing the signal conditioning, by setting the expo-

nential forgetting factor λ = 1, all test statistics that included accelerometer data instead gave

large amounts of false flags. To counteract this, the λ value for residuals specifically containing

accelerometer data was tuned down to get the same nominal behavior of all test statistics. This
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decreased false flags caused by unmodeled accelerometer movement but also gave decreased fault

sensitivity and increased detection time for accelerometer faults.

6.2 Single non-linear observer

In determining observation covariance matrix R, sensor data was recorded with the vehicle

in non-operational mode. Thereafter, a mean and variance was estimated for each sensor, in

accordance with the EKF assumptions of normally distributed process and observation noise.

Considering that the system may be subject to large accelerations caused by vehicle vibrations,

the corresponding elements in the observation covariance matrix R were set higher than the

measured variance. In analysing the full model in 3.1 it was shown to have observability issues

in the bias terms, causing estimation errors. Therefore, unobservable longitudinal and lateral

acceleration biases, δay, and δaz, were removed from state estimation.

The two different faults modeled are clearly visible in the residuals. A stochastic fault in the

front left wheel speed sensor f1 is seen in figure 6.2 as an increase in variance and an offset fault

in the same sensor, in figure 6.4, can be seen as an offset of several residuals. This difference

in residuals gives very different results on the CUSUM test output. In figure 6.3 the stochastic

fault f1 is isolated with high certainty, while the offset fault f1 in figure 6.5 gives inconclusive

test statistics. The tendency for a wheel sensor offset fault to also offset the estimation of

remaining wheel sensors gives increased residuals for all four wheels which, according to the

fault assumptions, is labeled as a model error. Consequently, the FDI output dismisses all flags.

For both the stochastic and offset additive speed sensor faults, f1 through f4 the results are very

similar, so only f1 is shown here.

With the observation covariance matrix R tuned for estimation robustness, the high covariance

values of mainly the accelerometer elements means that any disturbances are quickly suppressed.

This, in combination with high CUSUM threshold values for the still noisy residual, makes both

stochastic and additive offset faults very hard to detect in the accelerometer sensor. In the tests,

the x-axis accelerometer fault, f5, are hard to distinguish from noise already in the residuals,

and after signal conditioning there are no conclusive detections of fault f5.

As a metric to compare the final FDI outputs of the different methods, the percentage of total

measurement flagged for a specific fault is used, and is presented in the following tables. Table

6.1 shows that stochastic additive fault f1 is detected directly in the residual for about 25% of all

faulty samples and that signal conditioning, mainly via CUSUM, manages to flag for faults for

about 94% of the time when the fault is active. For the offset additive speed sensor faults, the

multiple offsets visible in figure 6.4 are also apparent in tables 6.2 and ??. A few initial samples

are able to be correctly identified for the fault before the state estimation affects the other speed

estimations and the FDI output is supressed.

For stochastic additive accelerometer fault f5 in table 6.3, both the direct residual analysis as

well as the signal conditioning are unable to successfully identify the fault and the output is

essentially noise. The results are identical for offset additive accelerometer fault f5.
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Figure 6.2: Residuals from the single non-linear observer, subject to an additive
stochastic fault f1, at t = 50s.

Figure 6.3: CUSUM test from the single non-linear observer of all modeled faults ,
subject to an additive stochastic fault f1 at t = 50s.

Figure 6.4: Residuals from the single non-linear observer, subject to an additive offset
fault f1 at t = 50s.
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Figure 6.5: CUSUM test from the single non-linear observer of all modeled faults ,
subject to an additive offset fault f1 at t = 50s..

Table 6.1: Single nonlinear observer FDI subject to stochastic additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 24.8% 24.8% 93.8% 93.8%

f2 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f4 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 3.6% 0.0% 4.7% 0.0%

Table 6.2: Single nonlinear observer FDI subject to offset additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 100.0% 100.0% 0.1% 0.1%

f2 99.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 99.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f4 99.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 3.6% 0.0% 4.7% 0.0%
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Table 6.3: Single nonlinear observer FDI subject to stochastic additive fault f5.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f4 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 3.9% 2.1% 11.3% 6.6%

6.3 Single linear observer

The same observation covariance matrix as for the non-linear observer, from previous section

section 6.2, is used.

The results are similar to non-linear observer. A stochastic fault in the front left wheel speed

sensor f1 is seen in figure 6.6 as an increase in variance and an offset fault in the same sensor,

in figure 6.7, can be seen as an offset of several residuals

Apart from poorer model precision, leading to noisier residuals, the main differences from the

non-linear observer can be seen during the additive offset fault in figure 6.7. Where the non-

linear model gave false positives on all wheel speed sensor faults, the linear observer only gives

false positive on one other fault, fault f3. Comparisons show that this is analogous to the

other residuals for wheel speed estimation; f3 also triggers f1, f2 triggers f4 and f4 triggers f2.

However, since the hypothesis only tests for amplitude and not for sign, the fault is registered

as a double fault and flagged as model error in accordance with the fault estimations.

The percentage of total measurement flagged for a specific fault also follows the results of section

6.2, with an obvious decrease in FDI precision. Signal conditioning is not able to identify nearly

as many faults as in the non-linear observer, even with detection thresholding lowered so that

more faults are discovered.. Table 6.4 shows that stochastic additive fault f1 is detected directly

in the residual for about 36% of all faulty samples and that signal conditioning, mainly via

CUSUM, manages to flag for faults for about 65% of the time when the fault is active. For

the offset additive speed sensor faults, the double offset visible in figure 6.7 is also apparent in

tables 6.5. A few initial samples are able to be correctly identified for the fault before the state

estimation affects the other speed estimations and the FDI output is supressed.

The stochastic as well as the offset additive accelerometer fault f5 has the same behavior as

the non-linear observer showed in table 6.3, with fault identification being unable to succesfully

identify the fault.
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Figure 6.6: Residuals from the single linear observer, subject to an additive stochastic
fault f1, at t = 50s.

Figure 6.7: Residuals from the single linear observer, subject to an additive offset
fault f1 at t = 50s.

Table 6.4: Single linear observer FDI subject to stochastic additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 35.6% 23.9% 64.7% 62.7%

f2 17.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 20.3% 0.0% 1.5% 0.0%

f4 18.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Table 6.5: Single linear observer FDI subject to offset additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 111.7% 100.0% 2.1% 0.1%

f2 17.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 111.4% 0.0% 1.5% 0.0%

f4 19.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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6.4 Generalized non-linear observer

The generalised observers are constructed in accordance with figure 3.2, using one isolated ob-

server for each of the five faults listed in table 2.1. The different observers are labeled with and

ID corresponding to the fault they are isolated from. For referece, and aditional EKF0 is used,

which is identical to the single linear observer. The same observation covariance matrix as in

section 6.2 is used.The fault signature matrix for the generalised non-linear observer follows the

same reasoning as for the single non-linear observer by only modelling fault sensitivity on the

states directly relating to the fault. The matrix is presented in table 6.6.

The observer behaves similar to the singular non-linear observer from section 6.2, despite the

added benefit of the structured hypothesis test. Figure 6.8 shows all five observers, as well as

the control EKF0 subject to an stochastic additive fault f1. All four observers sensitive to the

active fault shows a clear response while the observer insensitive to it, EKF1 in the case of

fault f1 shows no disturbance, and the CUSUM output is also able to successfully isolate the

fault. Figure 6.9 shows the residuals from an offset additive fault, with a behavior similar to

the previous methods. One difference from previous methods is how the residuals here do not

remain offset after the fault is introduced, but are instead suppressed by the state estimation.

All four sensitive observers show an obvious response to the sudden offset at t = 50, but the

residual offset thereafter does not have the same amplitude as seen in the control, or in figure

6.4. It is only observer EKF5 that shows any lasting response to the fault, but this behavior

is similar to that of the previous methods in that it flags for multiple faults. Hopwever, the

differences does not affect the FDI output; The CUSUM output of the four observers is unable

to be matched with any structured hypothesis, and the FDI algorithm is unable to conclusively

identify the fault.

This performance is further verified in the tables showing percentage of total measurement flagged

for a specific fault. Table 6.7 shows that about 37% of actual faults are initially flagged, which

is an improvement of almost 50% compared to the single nonlinear observer. The two methods,

however, have an almost identical performance for identifying the fault, with a success rate of

about 94%. For the remaining wheel sensor faults and for the accelerometer fault the results are

identical to those of the nonlinear observer, with the exception of more false flags being created

for accelerometer faults by the generalized observer.

Table 6.6: The sensitivity of model-based detection test τi to fault fj .

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8 τ9 τ10 τ11 τ12 τ13 τ14 τ15 τ16 τ17 τ18 τ19 τ20 τ21 τ22 τ23 τ24 τ25

f1 1 1 1 1 1

f2 1 1 1 1 1

f3 1 1 1 1 1

f4 1 1 1 1 1

f5 1 1 1 1 1
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Figure 6.8: Residuals from the generalised non-linear observer, subject to an additive
stochastic fault f1, at t = 50s..

Figure 6.9: Residuals from the generalised non-linear observer, subject to an additive
offset fault f1, at t = 50s..

Table 6.7: Generalized nonlinear observer FDI subject to stochastic additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 37.1% 37.1% 93.5% 93.5%

f2 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f4 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 7.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Table 6.8: Generalized nonlinear observer FDI subject to offset additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 100.0% 100.0% 0.2% 0.2%

f2 100.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 100.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f4 99.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 7.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

6.5 Generalised linear observer

The generalised observers are constructed in accordance with figure 3.2, using one isolated ob-

server for each of the five faults listed in table 2.1. The same observation covariance matrix as

in section 6.2 is used.

Much like the single observer of section 6.3 the stochastic additive fault can be conclusively

identified, but the offset additive fault is identified as a model error. Figure 6.10 shows the

stochastic additive fault clearly on all observers except KF0 which is isolated from this particular

fault. The offset additive fault gives similar behavior to that of the generalised nonlinear observer

from section 6.4 in how the residuals are suppressed shortly after the introduction of the fault.

This is seen in figure 6.11 where only the control FK0 and the accelerometer isolated KF5 keeps

their residuals offsets, but none of the observers are able to uniquely identify fault f1.

The FDI performance in the percentage of total measurement flagged for a specific fault does

also not show much improvement from the single linear observer, despite the added benefit of

structured hypothesis testing. Compared to the single linear observer, table 6.9 shows an increase

in initial flags with 93% but the final FDI output shows an 8% decrease. For the remaining wheel

speed sensor faults, and for the accelerometer faults, the results are identical to the single linear

observer.

Figure 6.10: Residuals from the generalised linear observer, subject to an additive
stochastic fault on the front left wheel speed sensor, at t = 50s.
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Figure 6.11: Residuals from the generalised linear observer, subject to an additive
offset fault on the front left wheel speed sensor, at t = 50s.

Table 6.9: Generalized linear observer FDI subject to stochastic additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 68.7% 39.2% 59.8% 56.9%

f2 49.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0%

f3 53.7% 0.0% 2.8% 0.0%

f4 50.6% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0%

f5 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

6.6 Parity equations

During initial tests of the parity relations, controlling for sensor input dependencies, a linear

relationship was identified between vehicle articulation angle and residuals 1, 4, 10, 16 and 22.

In accordance with the system assumptions that the articulation value is considered well known,

and therefore not of interest in FDI, this linear relationship was removed from the residuals.

A first order polynomial is fitted to each residual, using least-squares fitting, resulting in a

relation between residual amplitude and vehicle articulation angle. This relation is then simply

subtracted from each of the five residuals during signal conditioning at each sample.

To identify the fault signature matrix, one set of detection tests, ~τ = [τ1, . . . , τ25] , is calculated

for every time step using non-faulty measurements and another set from the measurements with

an added fault. This is repeated for every sensor, giving a total of six nominal detection test

series and six faulty. The time average of the difference between the two series can then be
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Table 6.10: The fault signature matrix of the parity equation detection test τi to
fault fj .

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8 τ9 τ10 τ11 τ12 τ13 τ14 τ15 τ16 τ17 τ18 τ19 τ20 τ21 τ22 τ23 τ24 τ25

f1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
f2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
f3 1 1 1 1 1
f4 1 1 1 1 1
f5 1 1 1 1
f6 1 1 1 1

used to create the fault signature matrix, where any non-zero element means sensitivity to the

corresponding fault. This is done in table 6.10.

All residuals sensitive to a specific fault shows clear indications of the faults when present, but the

general behavior differs between the different residuals. Figure 6.12 shows a stochastic additive

fault as different increases of variance and figure 6.14 shows an offset additive fault as a mix of

pulses and offsets. The different residual behavior for the stochastic additive fault does not affect

the performance of the CUSUM output, as seen in figure 6.13, since the signal conditioning for

each observer is tuned for the specific residual it observes. However, from figure 6.15 it can be

seen that the different residual behavior affects the CUSUM output for the additive offset fault,

since only a subset of the sensitive residuals behaves like the assumption in the fault model of

a static fault. Whats more, the offsets, when present in the residuals, all show the wrong sign

and is therefore still not registered as an offset fault by the FDI algorithm. Further tests show

that the signs of the residual amplitudes are always the opposite sign of the fault present. Even

though each observer correctly identifies the offset fault in the first sample, this is insufficient

for a conclusive identification.

6.11 6.12
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Figure 6.12: Residuals from the parity equations, subject to an additive stochastic
fault on the front left wheel speed sensor, at t = 50s. Corresponding passive elements

in the fault signature matrix have been greyed out.

Figure 6.13: CUSUM test from the parity equations residuals, subject to an additive
stochastic fault on the front left wheel speed sensor, at t = 50s. Corresponding passive

elements in the fault signature matrix have been greyed out.
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Figure 6.14: Residuals from the parity equations, subject to an additive offset fault
on the front left wheel speed sensor, at t = 50s. Corresponding passive elements in the

fault signature matrix have been greyed out.

Figure 6.15: CUSUM test from the parity equations residuals, subject to an additive
offset fault on the front left wheel speed sensor, at t = 50s.
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Table 6.11: Parity relation observer FDI subject to stochastic additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 88.7% 86.9% 41.6% 41.6%

f2 77.6% 0.0% 8.6% 0.0%

f3 73.3% 0.0% 4.9% 0.0%

f4 70.8% 0.0% 4.6% 0.0%

f5 2.6% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0%

Table 6.12: Parity relation observer FDI subject to offset additive fault f1.

fault tot. flags true flags proc. flags true proc. flags

f1 3.6% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0%

f2 2.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f3 1.5% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0%

f4 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

f5 2.6% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0%
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Discussion

Common for all FDI methods are their general ability to detect additive stochastic faults and

inability to detect additive offset faults. For all cycles tested, both recorded and simulated,

the stochastic fault behaves similarly and can be detected, but the offset fault shows different

behavior and cannot be conclusively identified in any of the methods when they are tuned

to identify both types of faults. Also common for all methods is how the accelerometer data

introduces large amounts of noise, to the point where it has to be tuned down in order for wheel

sensor faults to be detected. Consequently, the accelerometer is used very little in detecting

wheel faults, and faults affecting the accelerometer itself need to be comparatively large in order

to be detectable.

Residual conditioning, mainly through increasing the λ-value, vastly improves detectability of

additive stochastic faults while decreasing detectability for additive offset faults. This is because

of the forgetting factor that gives an exponential decay of the test statistic, in addition to the

low pass behavior of the Kalman filters. This means that additive faults are quickly subdued

for any value λ < 1. Thus, using residual conditioning preceding the CUSUM test will mitigate

model errors, but also limit detectability of additive offset faults. The consequence is that the

two modeled fault types cannot be detected by one single FDI algorithm.

7.1 Observer based FDI

As expected, the nonlinear model outperforms the linear model, and its comparatively lower

residual noise makes it much better suited for FDI. However, the nonlinear observer is more

prone to a “transfer” of residual errors to surrounding states compared to the residuals of the

linear observer. This is apparent from comparing figures 6.4 and 6.7 where the nonlinear model

is more affected than its linear counterpart. This could be caused by the many additional states

of the nonlinear model, mainly its bias terms. A simplified nonlinear model will perform worse

with regards to state estimation, but might be better suited for FDI. As is the case now, neither

model can conclusively isolate additive offset faults. In addition to simplifying the system model

by removing bias terms, removal of one or more of the different IMU states should be evaluated

49
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to establish how the unmodeled noise of the accelerometer affects FDI.

Less expected is the similar performance between single observer and generalized observers. The

most likely reason is that the added benefit of state estimation redundancy, sen as a relative

increase in fault flags, is canceled out by a somewhat strict rule that a successful fault requires

full orthogonality to the hypothesis. An improvement could here be made in the hypothesis

testing, by making it respond not only to the binary output of the CUSUM algorithm but also

to the relative amplitude and sign of the residual. This higher resolution hypothesis would have

the benefit of more unique patterns, and a better utilization of the generalized observer.

7.2 Parity equations FDI

The parity equations method does not perform as well as the observer based methods for additive

stochastic faults, and shows a similarly poor performance for additive offset faults. However,

the method shows a higher potential for identifying additive offset faults, judging from the

residuals alone, as seen in figure 6.14, compared to figure 6.4 and 6.7. While all FDI methods

are ultimately unable to identify the offset faults, it is only the parity equation method that shows

unique residual patterns. The problem, much like the generalized observer methods, likely lies

in a too simple hypothesis testing. For additive offset faults, several of the residuals show the

same highly transient behavior like the observer based methods, but there are still residuals that

could conclusively identify offset faults if the method was allowed to disregard weaker residual

sensitivities. By having separate hypotheses for different faults, stochastic and offset, and also

allowing hypothesis testing against the amplitude and sign of the residual, the hypothesis testing

may be able to identify faults with higher precision.

7.3 Further suggestions

Additionally, some improvements could be made to the system platform. For the real world test

setup the main improvement lies in the position of the IMU, that should be repositioned to where

it is less susceptible to unmodeled vehicle movement. It should be possible to move or mount

the IMU in such a way that high frequency disturbances are mechanically filtered away, in order

to decrease observer residual errors without otherwise affecting the pose estimation abilities of

the sensor. Additionally, the performance of the articulation angle sensor was never evaluated,

and its simplified measurement model should therefore be evaluated to determine if it affects

FDI performance.

7.4 Conclusion

Odometer FDI in an off-road vehicle is improved by combining sensor fusion, model based resid-

ual analysis and signal conditioning. For sensors experiencing unmodeled behavior, e.g. an

accelerometer in a high vibration environment, models need to be tuned for high covariance and
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residual analysis therefore gives poor results. Linear models are generally inferior to nonlinear

ones, when used side by side for residual generation, but give similar performance to nonlinear

model-based FDI when used to generate residuals through parity equations. Generalized ob-

servers behave slightly better than single observers, but their many tuning parameters makes

them less practical to implement in a generic system.

Additive stochastic faults are generally easier to detect than additive offset faults. The offset

faults behave similar to model errors and their detection is limited by the methods used to coun-

teract the errors. None of the methods tested gave satisfactory results for this type of fault. To

successfully detect both types of faults it is necessary to use separate algorithms, each tailored

for a specific fault. For FDI of stochastic additive faults the suggested method is to use a single

nonlinear observer with CUSUM conditioning of the residuals. For FDI of additive offset faults

the parity equations show potential, and the suggestion is to further evaluate this method with

an expanded hypothesis testing method that allows for both positive and negative signs on the

residuals.



Appendix A

Linear parity relations

The batch form of a discrete linear system with q + 1 samples can be written as

Y = Txk−q +QuU +QvV +QnN +QfF

where

Y =


yk−q

yk−q+1

...

yk

 U =


uk−q

uk−q+1

...

uk

 V =


vk−q

vk−q+1

...

vk

 N =


nk−q

nk−q+1

...

nk

 F =


fk−q

fk−q+1

...

fk



T =



Ck−q

Ck−q+1Ak−q

Ck−q+2Ak−qAk−q
...

Ck

q∏
j=1

Ak−j


Qn =



Nk−q 0 0 . . . 0

0 Nk−q+1 0 . . . 0

0 0
. . .

...
...

... 0

0 0 . . . 0 Nk−1



Qu =



0 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+1Bk−q 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+2Ak−q+1Bk−q Ck−q+2Bk−q+1
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

Ck

q−1∏
j=1

Ak−j

Bk−q Ck

q−2∏
j=1

Ak−j

Bk−q+1 . . . CkBk−1 0
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Qv =



0 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+1Vk−q 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+2Ak−q+1Vk−q Ck−q+2Vk−q+1
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

Ck

q−1∏
j=1

Ak−j

Vk−q Ck

q−2∏
j=1

Ak−j

Vk−q+1 . . . CkVk−1 0



Qf =



Mk−q 0 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+1Fk−q Mk−q+1 . . . 0 0

Ck−q+2Ak−q+1Fk−q Ck−q+2Fk−q+1
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

Ck

q−1∏
j=1

Ak−j

Fk−q Ck

q−2∏
j=1

Ak−j

Fk−q+1 . . . CkFk−1 Mk





Appendix B

Null space of T

Matrix T is defined by

T =



Ck−4

Ck−3Ak−4

Ck−2Ak−3Ak−4

Ck−2Ak−2Ak−3Ak−4

Ck−2Ak−1Ak−2Ak−3Ak−4


(B.1)

where

Ak =



1 Ts 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

ak bk 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1


Ck =



dk 0 ek 0 0

fk 0 gk 0 0
1
r 0 − w

2r 0 0
1
r 0 w

2r 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1


(B.2)

The nullspace of T can be described by the 25× 30 matrix WT , outlined in tables B.1, B.2, B.3,

B.4, B.5, and B.6.
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Table B.1: Null matrix, column 1, rows 1 through 16

col 1

row 1 −(gk−4 + (fk−4w)/2)/(r(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 2 −(gk−4 − (fk−4w)/2)/(r(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 3 ((dk−3gk−3 − ek−3fk−3)(bk−4gk−4 + Tsfk−4 − ak−4Tsgk−4))/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 4 −((2ek−3 + dk−3w)(bk−4gk−4 + Tsfk−4 − ak−4Tsgk−4))/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 5 −((2ek−3 − dk−3w)(bk−4gk−4 + Tsfk−4 − ak−4Tsgk−4))/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 6 0

row 7 −(bk−4ek−3fk−4 − bk−4dk−3gk−4 + ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 8

(bk−3dk−3ek−2gk−4 − bk−3ek−2ek−3fk−4 − bk−4dk−2ek−3gk−4 + bk−4dk−3ek−2gk−4 + Tsdk−2dk−3gk−4 − 2Tsdk−2ek−3fk−4 + Tsdk−3ek−2fk−4

−ak−3bk−4ek−2ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−2ek−3gk−4 − ak−3Tsek−2ek−3fk−4 + 2ak−4Tsdk−2ek−3gk−4 − ak−4Tsdk−3ek−2gk−4 + ak−3ak−4Tsek−2ek−3gk−4)
/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 9

(bk−3dk−3gk−2gk−4 − bk−3ek−3fk−4gk−2 + bk−4dk−3gk−2gk−4 − bk−4ek−3fk−2gk−4 + Tsdk−3fk−2gk−4 + Tsdk−3fk−4gk−2 − 2Tsek−3fk−2fk−4

−ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−2gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−2gk−4 − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4gk−2 − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−2gk−4 + 2ak−4Tsek−3fk−2gk−4 + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−2gk−4)
/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 10
−(2bk−4ek−3gk−4 − 2Tsdk−3gk−4 + 4Tsek−3fk−4 + bk−3dk−3gk−4w − bk−3ek−3fk−4w + bk−4dk−3gk−4w + Tsdk−3fk−4w − 4ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4w

+ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4w − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4w − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4w + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w)/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 11
(2Tsdk−3gk−4 − 2bk−4ek−3gk−4 − 4Tsek−3fk−4 + bk−3dk−3gk−4w − bk−3ek−3fk−4w + bk−4dk−3gk−4w + Tsdk−3fk−4w + 4ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4w

+ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4w − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4w − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4w + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w)/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 12 0

row 13
−(bk−3ek−3fk−4 − bk−3dk−3gk−4 − bk−4dk−3gk−4 + bk−4ek−3fk−4 + ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4 − ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4 + ak−3Tsek−3fk−4 + ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4

−ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 14

(bk−2dk−3ek−1gk−4 − bk−2ek−1ek−3fk−4 + bk−3dk−3ek−1gk−4 − bk−3ek−1ek−3fk−4 − bk−4dk−1ek−3gk−4 + bk−4dk−3ek−1gk−4 + 2Tsdk−1dk−3gk−4

−3Tsdk−1ek−3fk−4 + Tsdk−3ek−1fk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−1ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−1ek−3gk−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−1ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−1ek−3gk−4

+ak−2Tsdk−3ek−1gk−4 − 2ak−2Tsek−1ek−3fk−4 − ak−3Tsek−1ek−3fk−4 + 3ak−4Tsdk−1ek−3gk−4 − ak−4Tsdk−3ek−1gk−4 + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−1ek−3gk−4

+ak−3ak−4Tsek−1ek−3gk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 15

(bk−2dk−3gk−1gk−4 − bk−2ek−3fk−4gk−1 + bk−3dk−3gk−1gk−4 − bk−3ek−3fk−4gk−1 + bk−4dk−3gk−1gk−4 − bk−4ek−3fk−1gk−4 + 2Tsdk−3fk−1gk−4

+Tsdk−3fk−4gk−1 − 3Tsek−3fk−1fk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−1gk−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−1gk−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−1gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−1gk−4

+ak−2Tsdk−3gk−1gk−4 − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4gk−1 − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4gk−1 − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−1gk−4 + 3ak−4Tsek−3fk−1gk−4 + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−1gk−4

+ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−1gk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 16

−(2bk−4ek−3gk−4 − 4Tsdk−3gk−4 + 6Tsek−3fk−4 + bk−2dk−3gk−4w − bk−2ek−3fk−4w + bk−3dk−3gk−4w − bk−3ek−3fk−4w + bk−4dk−3gk−4w + Tsdk−3fk−4w
−6ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−4w − ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4w + ak−2Tsdk−3gk−4w − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4w

−ak−3Tsek−3fk−4w − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4w + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w)/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))
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Table B.2: Null matrix, column 1, rows 17 through 25

col 1

row 17

(4Tsdk−3gk−4 − 2bk−4ek−3gk−4 − 6Tsek−3fk−4 + bk−2dk−3gk−4w − bk−2ek−3fk−4w + bk−3dk−3gk−4w − bk−3ek−3fk−4w + bk−4dk−3gk−4w + Tsdk−3fk−4w
+6ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−4w − ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4w + ak−2Tsdk−3gk−4w − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4w

−ak−3Tsek−3fk−4w − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4w + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w)/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 18 0

row 19

(bk−2dk−3gk−4 − bk−2ek−3fk−4 + bk−3dk−3gk−4 − bk−3ek−3fk−4 + bk−4dk−3gk−4 − bk−4ek−3fk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−4

−ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4 + ak−2Tsdk−3gk−4 − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4 − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4 − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4 + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−4

+ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 20

(bk−1dk−3ekgk−4 − bk−1ekek−3fk−4 + bk−2dk−3ekgk−4 − bk−2ekek−3fk−4 + bk−3dk−3ekgk−4 − bk−3ekek−3fk−4 − bk−4dkek−3gk−4

+bk−4dk−3ekgk−4 + 3Tsdkdk−3gk−4 − 4Tsdkek−3fk−4 + Tsdk−3ekfk−4 − ak−1bk−4ekek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−1ekek−3gk−4 − ak−2bk−4ekek−3gk−4

+ak−4bk−2ekek−3gk−4 − ak−3bk−4ekek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ekek−3gk−4 + 2ak−1Tsdk−3ekgk−4 − 3ak−1Tsekek−3fk−4 + ak−2Tsdk−3ekgk−4

−2ak−2Tsekek−3fk−4 − ak−3Tsekek−3fk−4 + 4ak−4Tsdkek−3gk−4 − ak−4Tsdk−3ekgk−4 + 3ak−1ak−4Tsekek−3gk−4 + 2ak−2ak−4Tsekek−3gk−4

+ak−3ak−4Tsekek−3gk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 21

(bk−1dk−3gkgk−4 − bk−1ek−3fk−4gk + bk−2dk−3gkgk−4 − bk−2ek−3fk−4gk + bk−3dk−3gkgk−4 − bk−3ek−3fk−4gk + bk−4dk−3gkgk−4

−bk−4ek−3fkgk−4 + 3Tsdk−3fkgk−4 + Tsdk−3fk−4gk − 4Tsek−3fkfk−4 − ak−1bk−4ek−3gkgk−4 + ak−4bk−1ek−3gkgk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3gkgk−4

+ak−4bk−2ek−3gkgk−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3gkgk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3gkgk−4 + 2ak−1Tsdk−3gkgk−4 − 3ak−1Tsek−3fk−4gk + ak−2Tsdk−3gkgk−4

−2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4gk − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4gk − ak−4Tsdk−3gkgk−4 + 4ak−4Tsek−3fkgk−4 + 3ak−1ak−4Tsek−3gkgk−4 + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gkgk−4

+ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gkgk−4)/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 22

−(2bk−4ek−3gk−4 − 6Tsdk−3gk−4 + 8Tsek−3fk−4 + bk−1dk−3gk−4w − bk−1ek−3fk−4w + bk−2dk−3gk−4w − bk−2ek−3fk−4w + bk−3dk−3gk−4w − bk−3ek−3fk−4w
+bk−4dk−3gk−4w + Tsdk−3fk−4w − 8ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 − ak−1bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−1ek−3gk−4w − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−4w

−ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4w + 2ak−1Tsdk−3gk−4w − 3ak−1Tsek−3fk−4w + ak−2Tsdk−3gk−4w − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4w − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4w
−ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4w + 3ak−1ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w)/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 23

(6Tsdk−3gk−4 − 2bk−4ek−3gk−4 − 8Tsek−3fk−4 + bk−1dk−3gk−4w − bk−1ek−3fk−4w + bk−2dk−3gk−4w − bk−2ek−3fk−4w + bk−3dk−3gk−4w − bk−3ek−3fk−4w
+bk−4dk−3gk−4w + Tsdk−3fk−4w + 8ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 − ak−1bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−1ek−3gk−4w − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−4w

−ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4w + 2ak−1Tsdk−3gk−4w − 3ak−1Tsek−3fk−4w + ak−2Tsdk−3gk−4w − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4w − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4w
−ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4w + 3ak−1ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4w)/(2r(bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 24 0

row 25

(bk−1dk−3gk−4 − bk−1ek−3fk−4 + bk−2dk−3gk−4 − bk−2ek−3fk−4 + bk−3dk−3gk−4 − bk−3ek−3fk−4 + bk−4dk−3gk−4 − bk−4ek−3fk−4 − ak−1bk−4ek−3gk−4

+ak−4bk−1ek−3gk−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−3gk−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3gk−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3gk−4 + 2ak−1Tsdk−3gk−4 − 3ak−1Tsek−3fk−4

+ak−2Tsdk−3gk−4 − 2ak−2Tsek−3fk−4 − ak−3Tsek−3fk−4 − ak−4Tsdk−3gk−4 + 3ak−1ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 + 2ak−2ak−4Tsek−3gk−4 + ak−3ak−4Tsek−3gk−4)
/((bk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))
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Table B.3: Null matrix, column 2, rows 1 through 16

col 2

row 1 (ek−4 + (dk−4w)/2)/(r(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 2 (ek−4 − (dk−4w)/2)/(r(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 3 −((dk−3gk−3 − ek−3fk−3)(Tsdk−4 + bk−4ek−4 − Tsak−4ek−4))/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 4 ((2ek−3 + dk−3w)(Tsdk−4 + bk−4ek−4 − Tsak−4ek−4))/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 5 ((2ek−3 − dk−3w)(Tsdk−4 + bk−4ek−4 − Tsak−4ek−4))/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 6 0

row 7 (bk−4dk−4ek−3 − bk−4dk−3ek−4 + Tsak−4dk−3ek−4)/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 8
−(Tsdk−2dk−3ek−4 − 2Tsdk−2dk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3dk−4ek−2 + bk−3dk−3ek−2ek−4 − bk−3dk−4ek−2ek−3 − bk−4dk−2ek−3ek−4 + bk−4dk−3ek−2ek−4−

Tsak−3dk−4ek−2ek−3 + 2Tsak−4dk−2ek−3ek−4 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−2ek−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−2ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−2ek−3ek−4 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−2ek−3ek−4)
/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 9
−(Tsdk−3dk−4gk−2 + Tsdk−3ek−4fk−2 − 2Tsdk−4ek−3fk−2 + bk−3dk−3ek−4gk−2 − bk−3dk−4ek−3gk−2 + bk−4dk−3ek−4gk−2 − bk−4ek−3ek−4fk−2

−Tsak−3dk−4ek−3gk−2 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−4gk−2 + 2Tsak−4ek−3ek−4fk−2 − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4gk−2 + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4gk−2 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4gk−2)
/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 10
(4Tsdk−4ek−3 − 2Tsdk−3ek−4 + 2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + bk−3dk−3ek−4w − bk−3dk−4ek−3w + bk−4dk−3ek−4w − 4Tsak−4ek−3ek−4 + Tsdk−3dk−4w − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3w

−Tsak−4dk−3ek−4w − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4w + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 11
−(2Tsdk−3ek−4 − 4Tsdk−4ek−3 − 2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + bk−3dk−3ek−4w − bk−3dk−4ek−3w + bk−4dk−3ek−4w + 4Tsak−4ek−3ek−4 + Tsdk−3dk−4w − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3w

−Tsak−4dk−3ek−4w − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4w + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 12 0

row 13
(bk−3dk−4ek−3 − bk−3dk−3ek−4 − bk−4dk−3ek−4 + bk−4dk−4ek−3 + Tsak−3dk−4ek−3 + Tsak−4dk−3ek−4 + ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4 − ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4

−Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4)/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 14

−(2Tsdk−1dk−3ek−4 − 3Tsdk−1dk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3dk−4ek−1 + bk−2dk−3ek−1ek−4 − bk−2dk−4ek−1ek−3 + bk−3dk−3ek−1ek−4 − bk−3dk−4ek−1ek−3

−bk−4dk−1ek−3ek−4 + bk−4dk−3ek−1ek−4 + Tsak−2dk−3ek−1ek−4 − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−1ek−3 − Tsak−3dk−4ek−1ek−3 + 3Tsak−4dk−1ek−3ek−4 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−1ek−4

−ak−2bk−4ek−1ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−1ek−3ek−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−1ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−1ek−3ek−4 + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−1ek−3ek−4 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−1ek−3ek−4)
/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 15

−(Tsdk−3dk−4gk−1 + 2Tsdk−3ek−4fk−1 − 3Tsdk−4ek−3fk−1 + bk−2dk−3ek−4gk−1 − bk−2dk−4ek−3gk−1 + bk−3dk−3ek−4gk−1 − bk−3dk−4ek−3gk−1

+bk−4dk−3ek−4gk−1 − bk−4ek−3ek−4fk−1 + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4gk−1 − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3gk−1 − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3gk−1 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−4gk−1 + 3Tsak−4ek−3ek−4fk−1

−ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4gk−1 + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4gk−1 − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4gk−1 + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4gk−1 + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4gk−1 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4gk−1)
/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 16
(6Tsdk−4ek−3 − 4Tsdk−3ek−4 + 2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + bk−2dk−3ek−4w − bk−2dk−4ek−3w + bk−3dk−3ek−4w − bk−3dk−4ek−3w + bk−4dk−3ek−4w − 6Tsak−4ek−3ek−4

+Tsdk−3dk−4w + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4w − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3w − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3w − Tsak−4dk−3ek−4w − ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4w
−ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4w + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4w + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))
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Table B.4: Null matrix, column 2, rows 17 through 25

col 2

row 17
−(4Tsdk−3ek−4 − 6Tsdk−4ek−3 − 2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + bk−2dk−3ek−4w − bk−2dk−4ek−3w + bk−3dk−3ek−4w − bk−3dk−4ek−3w + bk−4dk−3ek−4w + 6Tsak−4ek−3ek−4

+Tsdk−3dk−4w + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4w − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3w − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3w − Tsak−4dk−3ek−4w − ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4w
−ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4w + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4w + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 18 0

row 19
−(bk−2dk−3ek−4 − bk−2dk−4ek−3 + bk−3dk−3ek−4 − bk−3dk−4ek−3 + bk−4dk−3ek−4 − bk−4dk−4ek−3 + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4 − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3 − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3

−Tsak−4dk−3ek−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4 + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4)/((Tsdk−3

+bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 20

−(3Tsdk−0dk−3ek−4 − 4Tsdk−0dk−4ek−3 + Tsdk−3dk−4ek−0 + bk−1dk−3ek−0ek−4 − bk−1dk−4ek−0ek−3 + bk−2dk−3ek−0ek−4 − bk−2dk−4ek−0ek−3

+bk−3dk−3ek−0ek−4 − bk−3dk−4ek−0ek−3 − bk−4dk−0ek−3ek−4 + bk−4dk−3ek−0ek−4 + 2Tsak−1dk−3ek−0ek−4 − 3Tsak−1dk−4ek−0ek−3 + Tsak−2dk−3ek−0ek−4

−2Tsak−2dk−4ek−0ek−3 − Tsak−3dk−4ek−0ek−3 + 4Tsak−4dk−0ek−3ek−4 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−0ek−4 − ak−1bk−4ek−0ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−1ek−0ek−3ek−4

−ak−2bk−4ek−0ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−2ek−0ek−3ek−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−0ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−0ek−3ek−4 + 3Tsak−1ak−4ek−0ek−3ek−4

+2Tsak−2ak−4ek−0ek−3ek−4 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−0ek−3ek−4)/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 21

−(Tsdk−3dk−4gk−0 + 3Tsdk−3ek−4fk−0 − 4Tsdk−4ek−3fk−0 + bk−1dk−3ek−4gk−0 − bk−1dk−4ek−3gk−0 + bk−2dk−3ek−4gk−0 − bk−2dk−4ek−3gk−0

+bk−3dk−3ek−4gk−0 − bk−3dk−4ek−3gk−0 + bk−4dk−3ek−4gk−0 − bk−4ek−3ek−4fk−0 + 2Tsak−1dk−3ek−4gk−0 − 3Tsak−1dk−4ek−3gk−0 + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4gk−0

−2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3gk−0 − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3gk−0 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−4gk−0 + 4Tsak−4ek−3ek−4fk−0 − ak−1bk−4ek−3ek−4gk−0 + ak−4bk−1ek−3ek−4gk−0

−ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4gk−0 + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4gk−0 − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4gk−0 + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4gk−0 + 3Tsak−1ak−4ek−3ek−4gk−0

+2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4gk−0 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4gk−0)/((Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 22

(8Tsdk−4ek−3 − 6Tsdk−3ek−4 + 2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + bk−1dk−3ek−4w − bk−1dk−4ek−3w + bk−2dk−3ek−4w − bk−2dk−4ek−3w + bk−3dk−3ek−4w − bk−3dk−4ek−3w
+bk−4dk−3ek−4w − 8Tsak−4ek−3ek−4 + Tsdk−3dk−4w + 2Tsak−1dk−3ek−4w − 3Tsak−1dk−4ek−3w + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4w − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3w − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3w
−Tsak−4dk−3ek−4w − ak−1bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−1ek−3ek−4w − ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4w − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4w

+3Tsak−1ak−4ek−3ek−4w + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4w + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 23

−(6Tsdk−3ek−4 − 8Tsdk−4ek−3 − 2bk−4ek−3ek−4 + bk−1dk−3ek−4w − bk−1dk−4ek−3w + bk−2dk−3ek−4w − bk−2dk−4ek−3w + bk−3dk−3ek−4w − bk−3dk−4ek−3w
+bk−4dk−3ek−4w + 8Tsak−4ek−3ek−4 + Tsdk−3dk−4w + 2Tsak−1dk−3ek−4w − 3Tsak−1dk−4ek−3w + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4w − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3w − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3w
−Tsak−4dk−3ek−4w − ak−1bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−1ek−3ek−4w − ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4w − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4w + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4w

+3Tsak−1ak−4ek−3ek−4w + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4w + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))

row 24 0

row 25
−(bk−1dk−3ek−4 − bk−1dk−4ek−3 + bk−2dk−3ek−4 − bk−2dk−4ek−3 + bk−3dk−3ek−4 − bk−3dk−4ek−3 + bk−4dk−3ek−4 − bk−4dk−4ek−3 + 2Tsak−1dk−3ek−4

−3Tsak−1dk−4ek−3 + Tsak−2dk−3ek−4 − 2Tsak−2dk−4ek−3 − Tsak−3dk−4ek−3 − Tsak−4dk−3ek−4 − ak−1bk−4ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−1ek−3ek−4 − ak−2bk−4ek−3ek−4

+ak−4bk−2ek−3ek−4 − ak−3bk−4ek−3ek−4 + ak−4bk−3ek−3ek−4 + 3Tsak−1ak−4ek−3ek−4 + 2Tsak−2ak−4ek−3ek−4 + Tsak−3ak−4ek−3ek−4)/((Tsdk−3

+bk−4ek−3)(dk−4gk−4 − ek−4fk−4))
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Table B.5: Null matrix, columns 3 through 7

col 3 col 4 col 5 col 6 col 7

row 1 1 0 0 0 0

row 2 0 1 0 0 0

row 3 0 0 0 0 −(Tsfk−3 + bk−4gk−3)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 4 0 0 0 0 −(Ts − (bk−4w)/2)/(r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 5 0 0 0 0 −(Ts + (bk−4w)/2)/(r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 6 0 0 −1 0 0

row 7 0 0 0 −1 −bk−4/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 8 0 0 0 0 −(2Tsdk−2 + bk−3ek−2 + bk−4ek−2 + Tsak−3ek−2)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 9 0 0 0 0 −(2Tsfk−2 + bk−3gk−2 + bk−4gk−2 + Tsak−3gk−2)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 10 0 0 0 0 (bk−3w − 4Ts + bk−4w + Tsak−3w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 11 0 0 0 0 −(4Ts + bk−3w + bk−4w + Tsak−3w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 12 0 0 −1 0 0

row 13 0 0 0 −1 −(bk−3 + bk−4 + Tsak−3)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 14 0 0 0 0 −(3Tsdk−1 + bk−2ek−1 + bk−3ek−1 + bk−4ek−1 + 2Tsak−2ek−1 + Tsak−3ek−1)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 15 0 0 0 0 −(3Tsfk−1 + bk−2gk−1 + bk−3gk−1 + bk−4gk−1 + 2Tsak−2gk−1 + Tsak−3gk−1)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 16 0 0 0 0 (bk−2w − 6Ts + bk−3w + bk−4w + 2Tsak−2w + Tsak−3w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 17 0 0 0 0 −(6Ts + bk−2w + bk−3w + bk−4w + 2Tsak−2w + Tsak−3w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 18 0 0 −1 0 0

row 19 0 0 0 −1 −(bk−2 + bk−3 + bk−4 + 2Tsak−2 + Tsak−3)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 20 0 0 0 0 −(4Tsdk−0 + bk−1ek−0 + bk−2ek−0 + bk−3ek−0 + bk−4ek−0 + 3Tsak−1ek−0 + 2Tsak−2ek−0 + Tsak−3ek−0)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 21 0 0 0 0 −(4Tsfk−0 + bk−1gk−0 + bk−2gk−0 + bk−3gk−0 + bk−4gk−0 + 3Tsak−1gk−0 + 2Tsak−2gk−0 + Tsak−3gk−0)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)

row 22 0 0 0 0 (bk−1w − 8Ts + bk−2w + bk−3w + bk−4w + 3Tsak−1w + 2Tsak−2w + Tsak−3w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 23 0 0 0 0 −(8Ts + bk−1w + bk−2w + bk−3w + bk−4w + 3Tsak−1w + 2Tsak−2w + Tsak−3w)/(2r(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3))

row 24 0 0 −1 0 0

row 25 0 0 0 −1 −(bk−1 + bk−2 + bk−3 + bk−4 + 3Tsak−1 + 2Tsak−2 + Tsak−3)/(Tsdk−3 + bk−4ek−3)
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Table B.6: Null matrix, columns 8 through 30

c.8 c.9 c.10 c.11 c.12 c.13 c.14 c.15 c.16 c.17 c.18 c.19 c.20 c.21 c.22 c.23 c.24 c.25 c.26 c.27 c.28 c.29 c.30

row 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

row 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

row 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

row 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

row 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

row 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

row 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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